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1.0 DAVID WILLMOTT BE(civil), DipTP, DipMgt, PostGradStuds(TransPlan/TraffEng/TranspEcon/
ResMgt) is Co-Director, Centre for Urban and Transport Studies and a perpetual student of Urban
Economics. Since cities exist solely as a means of personal and family betterment of all kinds, he has
long sought to be “expert” in developing cities to best enable efficient urban productivity to that end.
The submitter is … a thus-qualified civil (infrastructural) engineer, town planner, resource manager,
and (project) manager, with almost 60 years of wide-rangeing experience in urban land development
including particularly the planning and engineering of major traffic generators, motorway network
and geometric design, traffic engineering, and transport planning. This experience has been gained
both as a public servant, as a private sector employee for some major consultancies (first and wavesurfing specialist in transport/highway planning and design, and design of major traffic generators
for each of Ove Arup (1963-67) and Beca (1967-1972), and as a consultant to (effectively employee
of) IBRD (World Bank), ADB and UNDP. Between overseas assignments, he has consulted locally and
been employed extensively as an expert witness, principally on transport matters.
The submitter’s 55 years of work experience are detailed on the CUTS.org.nz website. About 45
years of that has been based in Auckland; he is reasonably familiar with all major Auckland postWWII planning and development. Since 2003 he has lived at Greenhithe as accessed by SH20 and
have considerable knowledge of the project area and it’s functioning. While there can be little
improvement during his expected lifetime, this submission is made in the (perceived) interests of
future generations.
In particular, he is am also a widely-read, stage 1 qualified and substantially experienced economic
evaluator of projects and would-be urban economist, thus an economically-oriented policy-advisor,
who has always sought to “enable” (as in RMA S.5, rather than restrict, constrain divert and antieconomically cross-subsidise to influence) the democratic freedom-enabled value-choices … :
… of “free to choose” individual cost/funds/affordability-conscious urban dwellers seeking
to own acceptable-value housing, and acceptable inter-accessibility with all parts of urban markets
(not just the 10% remaining in the transit-promoting and -subsidising CBD) to optimise opportunities
for betterment, thus productivity, thus wealth of all types, thus to maximise their social, economic
and experiential standards (quality) of life (“liveability”?) together with others in that urban society,
… of private-sector developers who undertake risk for the possibility of reward in free,
democratic societies, thus becoming the engine of progress, and
… of commercial/industrial/educational (etc) operators and job providers, all seeking
locations, land developments and uses which serve their purposes rather than those of the
ideologically-driven promoters of a “designer city”, on the anti-factual assumption that the result
will somehow represent “sustainable development”.
What the submitter is not … The submitter is NOT a supporter of the globalist “sustainability” bandwagon which seeks to achieve globalist goals (“Think Globally, Act Locally”), ostensibly to “save the
planet” by adopting anti-economic (“Stop-The-Worldist”) conceptions of “sustainable development”
and/or by reducing the global population to a “sustainable” level, held by some to be one billion.
Those claiming to be able to determine (wholly subjectively) just what “sustainable development” is
and is not, then presume to define “world’s best practice” as if affordability and other anti-human
effects were no problem, then to change/correct personal moralities, values, and choices to suit.
This frustrates rate-payers’ “natural” (economic) reach for their own betterment unachievable
Despite claims based on “pseudo-research” (undertaken/funded by vested interests), truly impartial
research reveals an almost-universal desire for “a standalone home of our own” (ie expanding
suburbs), with congestion reduced by increasing arterial roadspace and developing the road network
to better “enable” automobility. The Auckland Plan, thus the NZTA proposal, does not support any of
these. Adopting Portland OR’s formula for “Smart (sic) Growth” (known here as “Compact Cities”) it
instead promotes (high cost, high energy content) apartment living and (for most, inefficient/inconvenient) transit, cycling & walking, with no significant (net) environmental “goods” to show for it.

1.1 Manner personally affected by the NZTA proposal :
1.1.1 As a taxpayer and ratepayer, I am concerned that New Zealand in general is living well beyond
its means, substantially driven into a position of rapidly-escalating debt not least through antieconomic planning and uneconomic development in Auckland. Congestion currently costs Auckland
about $2 billion per year (and rising), and the overall cost of Council’s anti-economic planning has
been conservatively assessed at $6 to $8 billion annually. Despite no increase in per capita
productivity (and real incomes for all except the very-highly rewarded), our “rockstar” Government’s
debt has risen from $7 billion to almost $70 billion under this government alone. Average private
sector debt at 160% of annual income is amongst the highest in the western world. Auckland
Council’s debt approaches its ceiling, risking a credit downgrade (and higher debt-servicing charges),
yet still seeks to tax or borrow more rather than reducing the squanderous waste and frustration of
citizens imposed by the Auckland Plan, as exemplified by the Plan-constrained NZTA’s NCI proposal.
Environmentally, this results in excessive (and costly) consumption of resources, including energy,
for (net) neglible and possibly net-negative acquisition of the environmental “goods”. Yet such
enviro-goods are still held to justify implosion planning within a rigid Metropolitan Urban Limit
demonization of suburbs and automobility, and attempted reversal of socially- and economicallydriven decentralisation through force-feeding of a radial transit system, including Northern Busway.
The NZTA proposal represents a compromise between improving the connectivity of inter-city state
highways (for which NZTA is responsible) and furtherance of the Council’s anti-economic enviroplanning which seeks to put the United Nations’ definition of primary global needs ahead of the
wants and needs of citizens paying rates (and road taxes) to have congestion effectively addressed.
(“Think globally, act locally”). Thus Council is not providing any urban arterial roadspace for general
traffic, nor has any plans for same, and is legally empowered to require that, in an urban area such
as this, NZTA respects Council’s social engineering ideology. In not addressing the primary causes of
motorway access congestion, the proposal enables Auckland’s escalating cost structure to continue
growing faster than incomes, with predictable consequences unless forced (eg by EPA) to change.
1.1.2 As a resident of the area directly affected, whose own inter-accessibility with all parts of
Auckland is already significantly restrained. The design and expenditure proposed will do nothing to
stop its further deterioration, when it could easily have improved it by the addition of south-facing
motorway-to-motorway ramps serving the SH18 extension. Any lthough I rarely use Greville interchange, lack of direct motorway ramps between SH1 (south) and Albany Expressway amazes me.
1.1.3 As a committee member of the Greenhithe Residents Association (support letter attached)
I am assailed by local people to “do something” about traffic congestion; Council’s anti-car stance
“doesn’t work”. Further, members of Greenhithe Pony Club (which my property adjoins), Riding for
the Disabled ( the committee) and the hockey people still known to me since I stopped playing about
ten years ago all express concern at the disruption and cost of relocating facilities and loss of culture.
1.1.4 As a professional urban development planner and engineer, who has made it my business to
understand the motivations of people, and the real purpose and functioning of cities, I know full well
from direct observation supported by a range of professionally researched articles (which I consider
credible) that cities which demonise and suppress auto-mobility in favour of public transportisation
reduce efficiency of wealth-production in those cities, ie reduce prosperity, potentially into decline.
If not reversed, or unless the decline is forestalled by some new technology comparably beneficial
to the immensely beneficial impact of automobilisation, or unless citizens willingly accept the lower
standard of living that is already occurring without revolt, the current Auckland Plan will cause
“regulatory suppression over-reach” with the potential for sudden collapse. Economic distortions
and debilitations are already so evident that the Reserve Bank Governor has issued warnings about
dangerous house price levels – but road congestion costs are comparably discouraging. Both are
consequences of misguided Auckland Plan policies which sacrifice ratepayer interests for globalist
theories, ineffective but “important for show”. The absence of motorway-standard ramp-connectors linking both SH18 and the Albany expressway directly into SH1 (south) is a classic case of this.

2.0 THE CENTRE FOR URBAN AND TRANSPORT STUDIES < CUTS.org.nz >
The Centre was born in the wake of “The Case for Roads”, a seminar held in 2001 at the Waipuna
Convention Centre. With three western world-renowned speakers backed by nine New Zealand
experts, it was attended by over 200 professional engineers, economists, industrialists, commercial
people and politicians (ie mostly pragmatic, reality-driven people) and very well received by all.
Three overseas speakers were interviewed by NZBC on the radio, and repeated their contribution at
another seminar in Christchurch, followed by a joint National-ACT caucus. But while many attendees
hailed the events with descriptions like “best ever”, they were boycotted by environmental planners
(known as “resource managers” in New Zealand). The Auckland seminar also attracted a demonstration by placard-carrying Greenpeace protesters favouring public transport, cycling and walking.
Local contributors included (now Sir) Ralph Norris representing the Auckland Chamber of Commerce,
concerned about rising congestion and lack of progress with the 1974 Regional Roading Plan (being a
development of the 1965 De Leuw Cather Report), and industrialist John Hynds, concerned at the
cost of his products having to accommodate that of extra depots and associated double-handling,
together with the extra cost of doubling his delivery trucking fleet for the same amount of product
to offset growing congestion delays. Their full papers and/or powerpoint presentations, along with
those of all other speakers, are available (and forever relevant) at < thecaseforroads.info >.
Like other speakers, Norris and Hynds believed that (i) Auckland planning was firmly rooted in the
impartial scientific fact-based cost-conscious logic underpinning the Renaissance-liberated Ages of
Reason and Enlightenment, and (ii) an idealistic/unrealistic anti-automobility lobby could be offset
by rational argument, warranting their support for the seminar. But neither they nor the seminar
organiser had yet realised that, following the 1991 Resource Management Act’s requirement for
an Auckland Regional Policy Statement and Growth Strategy, our enviro-planners were already
observing the United Nations Environmental Program’s (UNEP’s) abduration to “Think globally
(to “save the planet”) by Acting Locally (with a form of urban development which openly claimed to
subject urban land use and development to unachieved and unachievable AND highly questionable
global – read globalist - goals)”. To that end, they imported holus bolus the Portland OR “Town
Plan” as the leading form of urban planning which purported, absolutely without justification (or
indeed justifiability) to epitomise UNEP/Agenda21’s “Earth Charter” for “Sustainable Development”.
The Centre for Urban and Transport Studies was born in the wake of that seminar. Speakers were
all aware that automobility was the primary agent for (pre-WWII) economic empowerment (through
market expansion) of America (State Highways, Urban motorway networks) and Germany (inter-city
autobahns), and the post-WWII global economic flourishing which has reduced malnourishment
globally from 60% in 1900 to 20% in 2000 while dramatically extending average life expectancy
(responsible for much apparent growth of global population), and improved the surety and quality of
those extended lives. Direct consequences of such mobility-enabled demographic changes and
technological improvements already include reduction globally in farmed area , net growth in foliage
and reafforestation, and a slowing of the global population growth rate to stall at around 9 billion
(2050) before declining. That is, unless suicidal western collapse triggers a deteriorating global
economy, resulting again in large families becoming necessary to support parents in their old age.
CUTS therefore exists to enter submissions to consultation processes like this, to advocate for :
(i) “enabling” (RMA S.5) the choice of automobility (including trucks and vans) where it
is preferred for efficient urban inter-accessibility (ie in +/-95% of vehicular urban trips),
(ii) immediate provision of adequately congestion-alleviating arterial roadspace,
(iii) pro-active planning for future urban growth-linked increase in arterial roadspace for
general traffic and for network development, and early designation of the necessary lands.
(iv) exposing the true (subsidy-requiring) cost of rail transit requiring a population of five
million or more to support, and the inefficiency of land-based public transport generally,
for all but a tiny percentage (less than 5%) of daily vehicular trips

(v) reversal of the “Smart (sic) Growth (sic) aka “Urban Implosion” aka “Compact Cities”
enviro-planning policies which attempt to over-ride human nature and its “natural”
(genetics-driven) reach for survival and (affordable! Personal/family values-determined!)
betterment, thus suppressing the motor of the economy and undermining dependent
societies while achieving no significant (net) environmental “goods”.

3.0 THE TOTALITY OF THIS SUBMISSION
Around the western world, economies as a whole have not recovered from the effect of the
(supposedly-avoided) 2008 “General Financial Collapse”, engendered in no small part by the sacrifice
of economic development in favour of measures to (supposedly) overcome environmental alarms.
Overall, “Smart (sic) Growth” (urban implosion) impoverishes societies (not least through the
enforced substitution of pre-WWII transport technology - fixed route and timetabled public transport
- for modern automobility, as so obviously evident in the NZTA’s congestion-neglecting proposal.
These enviro-alarms not least include “runaway global overheating”, “urban/island/submersion” and
(supposed) “energy scarcity” all supposedly caused by automobility’s fuel consumption & emissions
(eg) of “toxic” carbon dioxide (in reality a non-toxic gas which is however an essential fertiliser for
plants which are the only creators of oxygen and food essential for all forms of fauna, including
humanity). It is highly relevant here to record that (i) there have been four “peak oil” alarms since
the first in 1898 organised by Standard Oil’s John D Rockefeller “to keep prices up”, and (ii) enginetechnology improvements have dramatically reduced any real emission toxicity and improved
average vehicle energy consumption whereas (despite stated intent/”justification” to the contrary)
“compact cities” policies have increased both energy and carbon fuel consumption thus emissions,
when compared with “enabled” urban expansion, including decentralising commercial activity and
automatic reduction in average travel distances and central congestion flowing from such policies.
Even then, “Smart(sic) Growth” rhetoric targets the 16% of total energy consumption (about 40% of
carbon fuels) used in automobility alone, ignoring the substantial energy used in constructing and
running buildings, especially reinforced concrete (costing twice as much per m2 as traditional
standalone housing to construct, mainly because energy content is much higher). Also, when energy
consumed in necessary air conditioning and the lighting and servicing of foyers, lifts, hallways, and
carpark basements is included (as it should be), the energy required to run households in apartment
blocks is significantly higher than that of the same households in traditional suburban housing.
That is, if anyone is still concerned about any “shortage” of energy, or even of carbon (not
necessarily “fossil”) fuels. The writer is not so concerned, knowing something about the ubiquity of
carbon fuel sources and being able to cite numerous precedents to warrant the expectation that any
real shortage will appear slowly enough for suitable alternatives to be found or invented in good
time to avoid any more than a stimulative setback. (Otherwise, how is it that civilisation occurs?)
One good illustration of this is the wager between the economist Julian Simon and Paul Ehrlich
(author of “The Population Bomb”). As Wikipedia attests, The Simon-Ehrlich Wager describes a
1980 scientific wager between business professor Julian L. Simon and biologist Paul Ehrlich, betting
on a mutually agreed-upon measure of resource scarcity over the decade leading up to 1990. The
widely-followed contest originated in the pages of Social Science Quarterly, where Simon challenged
Ehrlich to put his money where his mouth was. In response to Ehrlich's published claim that "If I
were a gambler, I would take even money that England will not exist in the year 2000"—a proposition Simon regarded as too silly to bother with—Simon countered with "a public offer to stake
US$10,000 on my belief that the cost of non-government-controlled raw materials (including grain &
oil) will not rise in the long run" Simon challenged Ehrlich to choose any raw material he wanted and
a date more than a year away, and he would wager on the inflation-adjusted prices decreasing as
opposed to increasing. Ehrlich chose copper, chromium, nickel, tin, and tungsten. The bet was
formalized on September 29, 1980, with September 29, 1990 as the payoff date. Ehrlich lost the bet,
as all five commodities bet on increased in availability and declined in price over the wager period.

4.0 OVERALL CONCERNS ABOUT THE AUCKLAND PLAN AND NCI PROPOSAL
4.1 They imply that urban automobility is inconsequential in a “liveable” city …
… which is supposed to be “enabling” (RMA S.5) of personal betterment and community (including
company) prosperity/profitability. But it has become commonplace for enviro-planners to publicly
deride “one-person automobiles using up scarce roadspace in peak hours” as if their drivers could
achieve similar inter-accessibility with no inconvenience by walking, cycling or using public transport.
The inference is that automobility can be ignored as causing its own congestion problems, and vans
and trucks would be able to move about freely were it not for those pesky automobiles. The further
inference is that road congestion can be ignored without socially and/or economically detrimental
consequences, because all automobile users “have the options” of transit, cycling or walking, which
“after we have taxed, borrowed and spent enough money to build a proper, fully-integrated system,
will be much every bit as convenient, beneficial and popular as automobility”. Yeah right!
Setting aside cycling and walking as essentially voluntary recreational activities, there is no way that
public transport, in a city like Auckland, can do anything other than degrade user convenience
and/or efficiency for all but about 4% to 5% (maximum) of daily trippers (mostly radially-travelling
students, and wealthy lawyers, accountants, planners and their assistants working in very expensive
floor-space downtown, who are already using public transport). But the working and play-time lives
of the other 95%, especially the low-income people who work anywhere they can get a job which is
almost always never downtown are indeed “dependent on automobility”, without which travelling
anywhere else, especially at night-time or in weekends, could be unpleasant or even dangerous, and
in any case would indeed be severely restricted, as would commercial activity and the economy.

4.2 They imply that automobiles are “not as important” as vans and trucks …
… and if only their drivers would use the favoured travel modes, there would be plenty of roadspace
for deliveries. But taxing or congesting them “off the road” as is frequently suggested evades the
real issue; each vehicle represents at least one (and on average 1.6) person-trips undertaken for
reasons involving commercial activity of one sort or another (including going to the (commercial)
shops or a commercial gym or school or concert) and only travels in peak hours and endures stress
and time-wastage through commercial necessity, ie to achieve personal and family betterment.
Drivers are not “bad” people for not doing what enviro-planners perceive as “good” for the
environment; they are normal people trying to better their lives and those of their families, while
contributing to general societal prosperity.

4.3 Cars Vans and Trucks have one thing in common – they all enable commerce.
Most people understand that tradesmen’s vans and delivery trucks are somehow tied up with jobs,
and that the city would not function without them. Cars rarely convey anybody other than workers
or customers of their trip-end land use, without which there would be no need for vans and trucks.
Many car drivers and passengers would not undertake trips unless by car, as for their purposes the
“disbenefits” of other travel modes (such as time-wasting, lack of load-carrying, lack of privacy,
unavailability at the time needed etc) more than offset the benefits on offer from the trip.

4.4 They sustain the myth that public transport can supplant automobility
The previous Mayor repeated the clear inference in all plans for public transport : that it (in his case
the Central Rail Link) is “the only way to “fix” congestion” - or did he mean bypass congestion, at
extraordinary cost imposed on that 99.3% of daily vehicular trippers who can not and do not use rail
transit? Whatever, it can easily be shown that the cars taken off the road by any increase in transit
provision reduce congestion by a negligible amount – “Robbie’s Rail” system as proposed in 1973
would, if installed overnight, have stalled the then-“natural” growth-rate in motorway traffic for only
three months (refer Proceedings of IPENZ (then NZIE) seminar on Robbie Rail proposal) ‘ The current

hiatus in “normal” traffic growth rate reflects a weakening economy per capita despite population
increase, in part brought on by traffic-discouraging (ie commerce-discouraging) congestion.
As regards the Northern Busway, the 5 minute headway is useful only to those who can park in
adjoining carparks (as long as they remain “free” at ratepayer cost) or live within a seven-minute
walk of a mainline station. Those living further to the side are then dependent either on +/-hourly
interval (force-feeding) lateral bus routes (try that at night!) provided their workplace is amongst the
10% of jobs located downtown. Getting anywhere else involves at least two bus changes and an
interminable delay on leaving the busway for a lateral on-Shore destination, meaning the busway
only really serves remote downtown destinations, often involving considerable walking time.
4.2
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4.5
4.6
4.7
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5.0 SUMMARY OF CUTS’ POSITIONS ON NZTA’S NCI PROPOSAL
(refer first to CUTS concept sketches of possible alternative approaches in Appendices)
(further explanatory detail to these position summaries is provided in Section 6.0 )

5.1 Overall
Auckland planners continue to delude themselves (i) that public transport, cycling and walking
can satisfactorily substitute for private vehicular travel modes with negligible and/or acceptable
consequences for the economy and society, (ii) that “there is no room for more roads” – but plenty
of room for their favoured alternative travel modes, in some cases sequestering part of existing
general-purpose roadspace (for buslanes and cycle-lanes) and zoning for (socially and economically
premature, and greenspace/wildlife-removing) destruction of existing whole residential neighbourhoods (“slum clearance”?) in favour of densified – thus even more expensive - housing, (iii) that preWWII European densities (ten times that of Auckland) and Asian densities (up to 250 times Auckland
densities in HongKong) are sensible objectives for Auckland and can be achieved within the planning
horizon as “necessary” to support a 6-minute interval rather than 60 minute interval transit system.
Public transport, cycling and walking were appropriate for an economy such as existed at the
start of last century. They are not appropriate for today’s far larger, more complex and productive
urbanised and services-dominant market economy, except for a tiny percentage of daily vehicular
travellers directly served, regardless of any densification achievable even over a century or more.
In the absence of any current plan for an alternative north-south route through (not just within)
Auckland’s North Shore, SH1 will have to carry all the additional longer-distance North-South traffic
generated by a projected doubling of Auckland’s future growth which is almost entirely (and
indivisibly) dependent on inter-accessibility by private vehicles (including trucks and vans) using
general-purpose arterial (including motorway) roadspace. If it can’t, that growth will be frustrated.
With regard to the current proposals, CUTS is concerned that the existing and proposed busway
and provision for cycling/walking on road-user funded motorway land may well compromise any
increase in provision for the general vehicular traffic essential for the functioning of any and all
modern and future land uses. The presumption that developments in vehicle technology will enable
headway reduction such that all traffic increases can be accommodated within existing roadspace,
thus solving any such problem, is just that – a presumption, about which CUTS has very substantial

reservations. These reservations include cost and affordability to all, feasibility, reliability, safety,
security from interference or breakdown, flexibility to accommodate all vehicle types (motorcycles?)
transferability/applicability to lower volume routes, and acceptability to anyone other than an
automaton. For similar reasons, pilots will always be required on airplanes. Failure on any one of
these reservations may well result in congestion worsening to the point of “gridlock”, stifling the
existing economy quite apart from any envisaged growth, whether of population and/or associated
economic development for prosperity.
The current exodus of Auckland may be a mere trickle of that which sees Auckland emulate Detroit
rather than Houston. How long before Auckland’s growing growth problems are sheeted home to
their real source; an anti-economic Auckland Plan which doesn’t enable freedom of choice and
doesn’t plan for growth of the lifeblood traffic on which forecast population growth is dependent?
And to projects such as the NCI which does not address the “unliveability” problems so created?
Overall, the proposals reveal an absence of pro-active planning or provision for the current traffic
situation, far less future increases in traffic which must and will accompany population increases.
That is, unless our standard is living is to be sacrificed in favour of the “play God and save the planet”
and “thinking globally by acting locally” attitudes which infuse the stop-the-worldist and environmentally-inept “Compact (and traffic-free) Cities” formula on which the Auckland Plan is built.

5.2 On Constellation Interchange Proposal :
CUTS supports NZTA’s proposed motorway connection of SH18 and SH1 north, but is opposed to
(i) the lack of demonstrated provision for future widening of SH1 (north), (ii) any addressing of the
current primary (west-to-south) cause of congestion of the current interchange on Constellation Dr,
(iii) the lack of demonstrated capability of provision for 2-lane motorway-standard flyover ramps
linking SH18 and SH1 (south), (iv) the lack of any widening of SH1 south of Constellation Drive, the
urgent need for which is surely greater than the need for busway extension to Albany, and (v) the
proposed provision of generous walking/cycling trails within the motorway reserve, when adequate
facilities already exist for minimal demand.

Decision sought at Constellation :
(a) Require consideration of CUTS' concept design proposal as a way of addressing concerns about
impacts on local communities-of-interest listed above, and (CUTS’ perception of) the North Shore
public interest in "enabling" enhanced inter-accessibility by addressing congestion
(b) Require provision later if not within this project for direct motorway to motorway 2-lane ramps
between SH1 (south) and SH20,
(c) Require assurance that such ramps will not be precluded by the busway or any busway station or
bypass development, through the provision of drawings to the EPA as a condition of acceptance of
any proposal for staged development.

5.3 On Greville Interchange Proposal :
Similarly to the Constellation interchange, the proposal does very little to address local general
traffic needs, taxes on which are essentially paying for everything being done for minority travel
modes, some of them (cycling and walking paths) being unsuited to a high-speed motorway
environment.
In particular, the traffic generated along and North of the Albany expressway obviously warrants
direct motorway-standard ramps to/from SH1 (south) to relieve it of the congestion it causes in
crossing the east-west Greville Road - Tawa Drive route. Yet permanent structures and roadspace
are being built which are dedicated to those minority and limited travel modes (only 10% of
Auckland employment is downtown) in a way which may well preclude future motorway widening
and interchange development, particularly the CUTS-proposed flyover ramps.

CUTS is opposed to the development as proposed, not only because the major (and removable)
cause of congestion is not addressed, but also because it has not been irrefutably demonstrated
with engineering drawings and due consideration of the feasibility of their implementation that
motorway widening and provision of direct ramps between Albany Expressway and SH1 (south)
could at least be accommodated in future after the current planning regime is discarded. Such
“proof” is an essential pre-requisite for CUTS’ “support-in-part” of the current proposal

Decision sought at Greville :
(a) Require consideration of CUTS' concept design proposal (as attached) as a way of addressing
currently bad and worsening congestion primarily caused by the heavy Albany Expressway to SH1
southbound movement (and to a lesser extent the reverse northbound movement), which are the
worst features of the current interchange. The busway extension is of lesser real importance and
represents a space-wasting (underused) economically-degrading luxury Auckland can ill afford.
Its extension should not be allowed to compromise future motorway widening or interchange
development, such as may well prove necessary if Auckland is to be “enabled” to grow.
(b) If not included within the project (as NZTA currently proposes), require proof that the design
does indeed allow adequately for subsequent direct 2-lane flyover ramps linking Albany Expressway
to/from SH1 (south) flyovers to remove current cluttering of the Tawa Drive – Albany Expressway Greville Road – motorway ramp intersections, without precluding existing motorway ramps (even if
they require partial extension to accommodate the necessary gore separations).

5.4 On East-West Ramps Between SH18 And Constellation
I recommend serious consideration be given to their being shifted to west of Paul Matthews Road.
By not doing so, the NZTA proposal may preserve thin slices off the back of a few low-cost portal
frame industrial buildings while requiring expensive and socially-disruptive relocation of the hockey
grounds with domino effects on four other recreational clubs which have spent hard-won funds
settling in to their current areas, and through generous investment of members’ personal time have
established cultures and loyalties which are the very stuff of communities Council claims to foster.
Moreover, the resulting loss of recreational space to the intensive housing then possible on the
existing hockey grounds is inconsistent with stated planning intentions, and may well arouse public
anger similar to that in Tamaki, especially if it results in damage to or dis-establishment of existing
recreational clubs, especially a highly-valued Riding for the Disabled facility on part of Wainoni Park.
If the SH18-Constellation ramps were to be shifted west of Paul Matthews Road to terminate on it
(refer diagram), only the fourth hockey field need be affected, and that could be restored by sliding
it northeast towards Watercare property. A retaining wall may be necessary to avoid acquiring
Watercare property, although the NZTA proposal appears to require some of it for motorway ramps,
so a fill embankment obtruding onto Watercare land would not seem to be out of order. Moreover,
the roading layout would be simplified by the CUTS proposal, and traffic operation improved.

Decision sought on east-west ramps
(a) Relocate combined footpath and cycleway to the Bush Rd – Paul Matthews Rd route
(b) Use the vacated space together with a slice off such industrial buildings as are required to
enable the east-bound SH20 off-ramp to be relocated to the west of Paul Matthews Drive,
terminating on it.
(c) Relocate the west-bound SH18 on-ramp from Constellation Drive to the west well clear of the
existing Caribbean Drive intersection, enabling that intersection to remain untouched. If a shaving
of residential land proves necessary between Paul Matthews Drive and (what was) the Unsworth
Drive intersection, that would be a tiny price to pay for the benefit of converting a route acquired for
an ordinary arterial to motorway usage. Any such cost would also reflect inadequate forethought
and transport planning by the (previously) Auckland Regional Authority, North Shore City Council,

and Transit NZ, and may serve to encourage adequate transport planning in place of the current
vacuum.
(d) The Council-owned land on the northwest corner of the Constellation interchange is currently
accessed by a tunnel under SH1, which NZTA proposes to close in favour of access from the
Caribbean Drive intersection with Constellation Drive. That makes sense if Council plans to use that
reserve land for intensive housing, but its visual amenity value as green space should be a
consideration of the Upper Harbour Local Board.
(e) Retain all recreation reserves for an increasing population by retaining the hockey facility in
place, restoring the fourth (southernmost) field by sliding it northeastwards towards (and possibly
slightly into) Watercare land. The distance slid may be reduced using a wall between the corner of
that field and the proposed (narrower under CUTS design) motorway, allowing space for a third lane
in each direction. Note that the NZTA-proposed motorway works already intrude into Watercare
property, and this intrusion (immediately adjoining any hockey intrusion) would be reduced under
the CUTS proposal. The lack – as yet - of public awareness of and opposition to the proposed
reduction of recreational space is disappointing to one (amongst many?) who enjoys viewing and
walking among the horses even if I’m not a fee-paying member of one of the a pony clubs.

5.5 On the Proposed Extension of the Northern Busway
On any weekday morning, one can stand on the Akoranga overbridge and watch traffic crawling
along on a congested motorway, the expansion land for which (paid for by road user taxes) is
occupied by an essentially vacant busway. For up to five minutes one may see no buses moving in
either direction. 300 cars could be fitted between successive buses were those buses to travel in
general traffic on a motorway widened into the road-user bought land now occupied by the
Northern Busway. As it is, planners have elevated transit travellers to the status of the pigs in
George Orwell’s “Animal Farm”; - “everybody’s equal, but some are more equal than others”.
Decision sought on the busway
Retain its inclusion in the project, but ensure it does not preclude motorway widening to four lanes
in future, or the flyover ramps proposed by CUTS, or associated modification of the on/off ramps
from/to Greville Road, if necessary by acquiring additional land to ensure such preclusions can be
avoided. To this end, engineering drawings should be prepared to demonstrate adequate
allowance.

5.6 On Proposed Provision for Cycling and Walking
While pedestrian access must always be available for non-motorway properties (preferably not
alongside motorways) the sort of long-distance walking and cycling proposed to be provided for is
already available through local roads and arterials, and the sort of provision proposed seems to
require belief in the proposition "build it and they will come", regardless of CUTS perception that the
proposed routes have low utility for the expected users. Real demand can be approximated from
the negligible cycling and walking currently occurring parallel to the proposed routes. Those who
may use such a facility if provided would likely be a specialised, age/desire/fitness- constrained and
small if not tiny (but well-organised) percentage of the population who do not pay for the specialised
facilities being provided for them by the silent majority who pay their bills.
Decisions sought on cycling/walking trails
(a) Delete them from the NZTA proposal as being potentially a minimally-used waste of space which
nevertheless compromises much more intensive land uses such as general purpose traffic lanes and
lplanting to improve visual amenity for around 100,000 travellers per day.
(b) Require sensible and cost-conscious (like, BCR) justification of any additional provision for cyclists
and pedestrians beyond that already available, which doesn’t restrict (neglible) use.

6.0 DETAILED COMMENTS ON NZTA’S PROPOSED DESIGNS
6.1(1) Overall (first effort)
There are two main functions of urban interchanges on inter-city motorways, being (i) accommodation of long-distance "through" traffic, and (ii) accommodation of intra-urban traffic. Only the
former (west to/from north) is being accommodated in the NZTA proposal with direct motorway-tomotorway ramps. The NZTA proposal effectively makes no new provision for the considerably
greater traffic from the west of SH1 wanting to turn south towards the city. This traffic includes
pretty much all that generated by that part of North Shore northwest of SH1 and SH18 and southwest of Oteha Stream, ie the whole of the Rosedale industrial area and residential areas beyond,
together with about three quarters of traffic on SH18 from west Auckland wanting to turn south.
My position is that both types of traffic should be accommodated, very preferably at the same
time with any interchange upgrade. If (for any good reason, and I can not see one 1) the through
traffic is to be accommodated but not the intra-urban traffic "at this stage", provision should be
made in what is built - and demonstrated beforehand as being feasible including for provision of
engineering drawings - for the intra-urban traffic to be accommodated at some time in the future,
including particularly for direct SH1 (south) to SH18 motorway-to-motorway ramps. Such proof
would warrant my “support-in-part”.
Full support would only be offered if adequate pro-active transport planning for automobility
(as the enabler of commerce- and industry-generating vans and trucks, rather than vice versa)
foresaw Auckland as an “enablement”-oriented city rather than one which attempted to suppress
(through “management” of traffic resulting in its non-accommodation) the very lifeblood which
enabled it to function efficiently in the production of prosperity through lowering overhead costs.
The whole point of motorway design as I know it is to accommodate the longer-distance travelling
needs of a growing metropolis while also preserving obvious options for future development if and
when needed, not to foreclose on them, as the NZTA proposal may be doing, and has been done at
Waterview and elsewhere with many recent inter-regional state highway projects (the only real
roadspace-increasing projects occurring). And I consider the future extension of SH16 northwards
past Kaukopakopa then via expressway to Wellsford will, in the not-too-distant future, be rediscovered as a necessary alternative outlet from Auckland (applying the same disaster-security logic
as was used to justify Transmission Gully rather than further widening SH1), requiring similar
"switchover" (to SH16 (north)) provision for Harbour bridge and North Shore traffic to that currently
proposed to be afforded SH16 to SH1 (north) traffic.
In contrast, provision is being made for extension of a CBD-serving northern busway in a manner
which may preclude further motorway expansion, when public transport in Auckland currently
carries less than 4% of day-long driver + passenger vehicular trips, and which may be increased to
5% only by the expenditure of an inordinate (and unaffordable) amount of money per passenger 2.
Today only 10% of employment is located downtown, down from 50% before WWII when radial
trams were the only form of transport widely available. But as soon (post-WWII) as automobility for
access became more widely available and affordable, cramped downtown industry “decentralised”
to Penrose, TePapapa and then the Henderson and Wairau valleys where they could function far
1

Any suggestion that SH1 south of the NCI works is inadequate for the extra traffic that the CUTS-proposed
west-south ramps fails to recognise that new works always highlight inadequacies elsewhere, which, with a
pro-active “enablement” mentality, ensures that problems are anticipated and progressively dealt with rather
than set aside in a “too hard” basket and ignored. The latter represents a “stop-the-world-we-can’t-cope”
mentality that (wrongly) hopes for salvation through some other mode (in Auckland’s case, grossly restrictive
and inefficient public transport) or a future change in technology. Neither provides a good reason for stopping
progress with inadequate provision for alternative cross-harbour routes and inadequate development
proposals at the Constellation and Greville interchanges.
2
Retro-fitted rail transit systems (other than use of pre-existing inter-regional routes) are unaffordable unless
adequately-intensive usage is provided by, and the cost can be spread over, a population of 5 million or more.

more efficiently and affordably. Retail and other commerce followed soon after, as recognised by
the (then) Auckland Regional Planning Authority, plans were laid for sub-regional centres at Wiri,
Lincoln Road, Takapuna/Smales Farm, and (later) Albany, Westgate, Botany Downs and Sylvia Park.
No city is the western world has succeeded in reversing this decentralisation phenomenon
associated with widespread automobilisation; the genie can not be put back in the bottle and a preWWII economy restored, as “Smart (sic) Growth (sic)”-adopting cities like Auckland attempts with
the likes of the “buck the decentralisation tide” Auckland Plan. No matter how much is spent on
radial public transport and active discouragement of automobility; decentralisation has enabled far
shorter travel distance/time/cost/energy usage for most traffic, enabling additional destinations to
be accessed (and commerce/productivity compounded), not only within the total 1.5 hours average
human daily travel-time budget for all forms of translocation (applicable world-wide, culture-wide,
era-wide, and regardless of the degree of sophistication – or otherwise – of the economy), but also
because automobility enables between 20 and 80 times as many destinations to be accessed within
the same time-frame as any use of public transport.
The busway on which so much is being expended sees buses only at (approximately) 5 minute
intervals in the peak direction right beside a congested motorway, the expansion of which is
restricted by usurpation of “free” (after being bought with road-user taxes) motorway land for
busway. 300 cars could be filled between these buses, and the other buslane (with buses running
mostly empty) takes the place of a general purpose traffic lane which, in peak hours, carries about
3,600 people per lane per hour. This is well in excess of the patronage of the peak-direction buslane (1500 people per hour?). The buslanes are part of a proposed combined bus-rail re-centralising
public transport system which, I consider, may serve around 5% of total daily vehicular traffic after
substantial expenditure; the current patronage is about 4%.
The current desire to allocate scarce motorway arterial roadspace generously to pedestrians and
cyclists is based on the theories of “build it and they will come”, and “cities like Calcutta can exist
without automobility, so can Auckland”. This is a triumph of dogma over common sense. Auckland
can never be compact like Copenhagen or flat and cyclist-friendly like Stockholm and Amsterdam. I
expect minimal use of the facilities proposed (particularly between Albany highway and Paul
Matthews Road, where existing provision is not much longer and far more pleasant. I therefore
recommend their exclusion.

6.1(2) Overall (second effort)
Problems arise when there is conflict between multiple "clients". Such conflict exists between
Auckland Council (responsible for efficient and accommodative intra-urban inter-accessibility) and
NZTA (responsible for inter-regional traffic) in this proposal :
(a) Auckland Transport : is legally constrained to observe the planning requirements of
implementing the Auckland Plan. That Plan effectively constrains it to build no more arterial
roadspace and to actively discourage automobility by such mechanisms as obstructions in roads,
converting existing arterial roadspace into bus-only lanes, reducing intersection efficiency by moving
stop-lines back, reducing roadside parking without providing replacement off-street parking, driving
up parking prices, and provision for walking and cycling within the area paid for by vehicular road
users, all to "encourage" (enforce?) use of public transport, walking or cycling, which for most
purposes are inferior to car use, and unusable by certain sections of the public.
Unfortunately, vehicles owned by commerce and industry for wholly commercial and industrial
purposes (ie vans, utes and trucks and vehicles for tradesmen and office staff) are part of "general
traffic" and efforts to date to separate them from residence-based traffic undertaking trips of a
commercial or industrial nature have proven (and will in future prove) mostly futile, as almost all
home-based trips have a purpose of importance and value to commerce. The end result of
"demonisation" and active discouragement of auto-mobility - which has "enabled" most of the
economic growth of the last century - is that of socio-economic degradation, as is becoming
everywhere apparent in Auckland. (If this actually achieved "environmental goods", one could

understand if not support such a position, but it doesn't do that either, despite claims to the
contrary.)
The inevitable consequence (unless the Auckland Plan proceeds to the point of irretrievably
destroying the Auckland socio-economy, as it is well on the way to doing) will be the overturning of
its anti-automobility (and anti-residential subdivision 3 ) positions, and the retrofitting of the arterial
roadspace it currently actively discourages. That is, provision should be made - and proven feasible in this proposal for south-to/from-west movements between SH1 and SH20 by direct intermotorway connections. The need for it will become irresistable in future, if there is to be a future
for Auckland.
(b) NZTA : is primarily responsible for improving inter-access between nationally-disparate
economic zones of concentrated economic activity - ports, cities, airports and railheads, and access
between them and their hinterlands. Inevitably, however, by providing access to areas of intensive
commercial and industrial activity within cities, it attracts intra-urban traffic often linking residential
areas with those intensive use zones. There is thus "overlap" on urban motorways between the
needs of intra-urban and inter-urban traffic, where one motorway network serves both
functions. From the start, responsibility for Auckland’s long-term future urban motorway network
design 4 and development was apportioned between "primarily inter-regional" traffic as the
responsibility of the (then) NRB (funded wholly by dedicated road-user taxes, until a desperate pre1984 national bankruptcy government raided its kitty), and those parts “primarily serving intra-urban
traffic” as the responsibility (for design, construction and part funding from rates; the other part
came from road-user taxes via NRB, then Transfund, now NZTA) of local government.
(In the case of Auckland, that responsibility was initially laid on Auckland City Council by the 34
other local governments in the region (the submitter was the third (junior) of three engineers
assigned to (then) ACC's (then) Traffic and Motorways Department), then taken over by Auckland
Regional Council when it was converted from a planning-only agency (ARPA) to include for regional
infrastructural works – including arterial roading - around 1975).
The situation today is thoroughly confused, with conflicting ideologies at play, and lack of clarity
on how they can be resolved other than on a case-by-case negotiation between the two parties. For
the NCI project,
(i) NZTA is the lead planner/engineer and responsible for construction, but (in effect) has to
negotiate design approval from Auckland Transport (as proxies for implementing the antiautomobility Auckland plan) for any inter-regional project through Auckland Transport's "territory"
(ii) The position of the Auckland Council (as providers and advocates for implementation of
the anti-automobility Auckland Plan) is that it would be best if no motorways were built, but if they
have to be built through Auckland, cost-to-NZTA is no object to ensuring that "social goods"
labellable as "environmental" (tunnels, beaches, walkways, overbridges, separation landscape
wildernesses, sound barriers, sculptures, frisbee throwing zones etc ) are incorporated. Its
requirement for provision for local traffic has no rational basis, varying considerably from no
3

Urban expansion (demonised as “sprawl” by stop-the-worlders) occurs “naturally” (ie economically) to
accommodate most residential growth when population is rising, simply because it offers the most choiceladen and widely-affordable form of development (especially for those households with lower incomes)
because it offers the economies of stage development and progressive upgrading-as-affordable (impossible
with apartment blocks) without the added cost and misery associated with destruction-for-densification.
4
The (then) ARA’s 1974 long-term future roading (including motorway network) design for Auckland
represented the culmination of twenty years of “automobility-enablement” planning initiated with the 1956
Master Metropolitan Transport Plan and applying American expertise with the 1976 De Leuw Cather Transport
plan. The latter was subsequently revised and expanded by ARA’s (then) Regional Roading division aided by
MWD specialists (including CUTS Associate John Foster) as consultants to the National Roads Board to
accommodate the needs of sub-regional centres as initiated by the ARA even as the De Leuw Cather Report
was presented in fulfilment of a brief heavily influenced by centralist downtown interests before
decentralisation was even thought of for Auckland, thus not anticipated in the de Leuw Cather Plan.

provision at all (ie no interchange on SH20 at all to serve Unitech and the Rosebank peninsula, and
no inter-motorway ramps linking SH1 (south) with SH18, to full provision for local traffic at the
expense of NZTA's "through" traffic (eg the non-motorway East-West link through Te Papapa as
currently proposed), and inclusion of generous provisions for cycling and walking in the NCI
proposal.
(iii) NZTA is also strongly influenced by Ministry for the Environment's positions on
development, which (a) favours environmental protection and enhancement (ie return to an ideal
where “no growth” enables restoration of a one-time "Garden of Eden" where evolution stands still)
over economic development, while asserting that the two are compatible and can both be achieved
together, and (b) unquestioningly accepts the thesis that automobility must be suppressed to help
implement the United Nations/UNEP’s plans to stabilise climate – at the expense of sucker nations and load debt from unaffordable “planet-saving” development on to future generations. CUTS
holds that, while some accommodation of both is possible, this is too often achieved at substantially
increased cost which is often unaffordable and results in increased overall current per capita debt,
already at a dangerous level.
(iv) Council is under considerable pressure from government to provide adequately for
housing 5. Distortion of this project, such as unnecessarily-excessive intrusion into the hockey facility
caused by the unnecessary (and, in my provisional opinion, geometrically and locationally suboptimal) design of the east-west SH18 on/off ramps, has the fortunate result – for Council – of
delivering vacated recreational land which could be switched (as at Tamaki) to intensive housing.
The inevitable result :
(i) Excessive, unnecessary and increasingly unaffordable cost of all transport projects in
Auckland, including roading development projects, and any rail-based and separate busway public
transport projects. For examples, refer CUTS’ paper “Auckland’s Over-costly Transport Projects” 6
(ii) growing motorway congestion, passed off onto city arterials as holding pens by the use
of on-ramp signals.
(iii) Irrational outcomes of disparate projects, some accommodating local traffic at the
expense of through traffic, some the reverse, and some (hopefully including this project)
accommodating both, while also substantially reducing the impact on adjoining communities
(Hocket Association, Go-Kart people, pony club members both Rosedale and Wainoni) thus the cost
of their relocations (if my proposed design is implemented)
(iv) Sporadic achievement of world class standards (some very well indeed, some clumsily
through lack of adequate skilled oversight, some poorly), but which are generally unaffordable by
the new Zealand economy, exacerbating our indebtedness at a time when, as the Governor of New
Zealand’s Reserve Bank has repeatedly warned, such debt is dangerous in today’s (over?)-indebted
world. (refer (i) above).

5

… apparently with scant regard for affordability for that two thirds of would-be home owners who are
currently “priced out” of the market by costly red tape and other interference with the economy, such as
“world class” (read unaffordable) development standards, and currency manipulation (ie interest rates,
inflation, potential for untaxed capital gains etc)
6
The costs and negative socio-economic impact of the 1984 national bankruptcy remain with us today, and
have handicapped our ability to afford the amenities to which we believe we are entitled, including (a) the
social welfare services to which we have become accustomed, eg student loans, middle-class welfare,
superannuation at 65, affordable housing, more extensive "free" medical services etc etc. (b) the genuine
transport solutions (including adequate provision for automobility) we aspire to, (c) housing affordable to most
classes of society (including for those with eg 20%ile incomes), (d) adequately maintained and extended
infrastructures, including schools, hospitals, pipes and wires as well as roads), (e) environmental acquisitions,
protections and enhancements supported by the public as distinct from selected by technocrats.)

6.2 On Constellation Interchange
Areas of concern to ensure inclusion or allowance for subsequent addition of CUTS-proposed
west-to/from-south ramps include : (i) location of SH18 gores with respect to distance from on & off
ramps between Constellation Drive (west) and SH18, (ii) vertical separation between north to west
and west to south inter-motorway ramps, (iii) ability of west to south inter-motorway ramp to clear
over the 3-lane Constellation Drive southbound on-ramp before ducking beneath the Sunset Road
overbridge, (iv) ability of both west to south ramp and 3-lane SH1 southbound on-ramp from
Constellation Drive to pass between the columns of the Sunset Road overbridge, (v) land is available
(or could be made available by shifting the busway eastwards) for adequate separation between onramp merges for the south- bound inter-motorway ramp and the Constellation Drive southbound
on-ramp, (vi) space is available south of Sunset Road overbridge for widening of SH1 from two lanes
to at least three lanes (and five lanes - 3 + 2 - where motorways merge). This may also require an
eastwards shift of the busway; if so it is an expensive consequence of inadequate planning in
previous years for which Auckland's (and New Zealand's) economy should not (IMHO) be made to
suffer.
The proposed generous additional provision for barely-existent cyclists and walkers throughout
the interchange area unnecessarily complexifies what could be a simple and easily comprehendible
layout. Such provision appears to be an ideologically-based requirement to address the Auckland
Plan’s “Smart (sic) Growth (sic)” formula for transport provision, which, like other such facilities built
in recent years, is misplaced and can expect to attract minimal usage. It should be deleted, or
otherwise properly justified (eg by proper BCR evaluation and demonstrable support from the
general public as distinct from the excessively loud and well-organised voices of tiny minority special
interest groups seeking “freebies”) as being a sensible allocation of scarce public funding, rather
than being automatically acquiesced to as just another unchallengeable global “world’s best
practice” planning fad. Such provision contrasts very strongly with the casual over-riding of lessstrident community interests in hockey, go-karting, pony club and Riding for the Disabled.

6.3 On Greville interchange
As with the Constellation interchange,the planned busway extension may restrict and possibly
preclude later motorway widening, and/or the insertion of the CUTS-proposed southbound on-ramp
from Albany Expressway . This would repeat the Auckland Plan-driven Auckland Transport’s current
pre-disposition to spend all available funds for new development generated by taxation of the +/96% of daily vehicular trips in private vehicles on that (current) 4% (future maximum of 5%) of daily
vehicular trips in public transport, leaving the former to continue congesting without relief.
My concern here is not so much for my own convenience as (necessarily) a (predominantly) car
user, but for the general traffic – thus commerce, thus jobs, thus bankruptcy-avoidance – so
“congested off the road”. While some (in my opinion, a very small percentage) of such traffic could
still occur using public transport, cycling or walking, it would mostly do so with much-reduced
efficiency, and an unknown quantity of peak-hour commerce (my assessment would be around 80%)
would be inconvenienced, delayed, diverted to less-convenient times of the day, or precluded,
resulting in reduced (net) betterment, ie reduced net wealth-creation.

6.4 On East-West ramps between SH18 and Constellation Drive arterial
Also, some modifications to the design (as proposed in the attached concept sketch) could allow
retention of the Hockey Association's grounds, saving considerable cost, convenience and
community angst over the domino displacement of the Rosedale pony club and Go-kart facilities,
and consequential inconvenience and cost to the Wainoni horse club. Plans truly serving the public
interest would preserve such social and recreational facilities rather than displace, densify and
possibly destroy them by conversion to intensive residential use.

7.0 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF NZTA’S NCI PROPOSAL
It is widely believed by a generally-honest but unquestioning local planning practitioners that
“Smart (sic) Growth(sic)” does indeed represent “Sustainable Development” which has been
sanctifies as “world’s best practice”. In fact, there is no basis to such claims. Moreover, the very
concept of “sustainability” is a subjective and absolutist one, where any guru’s preference as to what
is “sustainable” and what is not automatically becomes an absolute value which is impervious to
comparative economic evaluation. That is, a claim of “sustainability” negates and is the polar
opposite of economy.
In fact, “Smart (sic) Growth” is neither “Smart” in the economic sense, nor enables the economic
growth and profitability necessary to pay for it. While there is much merit in more careful
consideration of environmental effects than occurred in New Zealand’s early years of occupation
and accommpodation to human wants and needs, the whole idea that wholly subjective
environmentalism should dictate developmental issues is both anti-economic and suicidal for
economically-driven functioning economies.
Cities exist as human habitats where citizens elect to live as offering the best opportunities for
bettering their lives and those of their families. Civilisation’s (citification’s) long march to deliver the
standard of living and longevity we enjoy today has been based on the engine of human desire for –
and achievement of – betterment. Cities are for people; they are distorted into being staging posts
for the empowerment of absolutist special-interest environmentalism and/or UN-based globalism
and/or the global (nee British) aristocracy only if we succumb unthinkingly to their absolutist and
socio-economically-destructive demands.
How can a congested city save energy, reduce atmospheric pollution, and function efficiently in
the production of the wealth necessary to pay for environmental ”goods”? How and what will
provide the issue which forces reappraisal of the destructive “Smart(sic) Growth” planning formula,
if not this NCI project?

8.0 SUMMARY

AGENDA 21 : 27 PRINCIPLES OF UNCED (RIO) DECLARATION ON ENV’T & DEV’T

(being a grab-bag of UN agency & associated Enviro-NGO objectives, and altogether a recipe for a theroretically-ideal & harmonious
and (much smaller) planet-saving “global community” being centrally Planned, commanded and controlled by UN-based global gov’t)
- Underlining, italics, bolding, quotation, exclamation & question marks (and any text in brackets) added by david@CUTS.org.nz

Having met at RioDeJaneiro 3 -14 June 1992, and having :
 Reaffirmed the conference’s Stockholm Declaration (UNCED UN pub. E.73.II.A.14 chapter I), and seeking to build on it,
with the goal of establishing a new and equitable global partnership through the creation of new levels of cooperation among States,
(via UN-based Global Government, bypassing national governments), key sectors of societies (unelected Enviro-NGOs), and people,
 Worked towards international agreements which respect the interests of all and protect the integrity of the global environmental & developmental (single?) system (to the limited extent such is possible under an elites-created (one-size-fits-all) Central Plan !!!),
 Recognized the integral & interdependent nature of the Earth our home (and subsidiarity principle’s applicability universally?),

the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (“Earth Summit”) proclaims that :
Principle 1 : Human beings (ie not nature? - ???) are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development.They are entitled to a
healthy & productive life in harmony with nature (ie equal outcomes for all, rather than equal opportunities for self-realisation ?)
Principle 2 : States have, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the principles of international law, the sovereign
right to exploit “their own” (NB!) resources pursuant to their own environmental and developmental policies, and responsibility to
ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States or of areas beyond the
limits of national jurisdiction. (All life forms interact with and fundamentally change their environment. Change has costs AND benefits)
Principle 3 : The right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet developmental and environmental needs of present
AND future generations. (This is impossible; technology can never be universal & unchanging. Precludes rational decision-making.)
Principle 4 : In order to achieve “sustainable development”, environmental protection shall constitute an integral part of the development process and cannot be considered in isolation from it. (But in the end, which rules; human sustenance or enviro-stasis?)
Principle 5 : All States and all people shall cooperate in the essential task of eradicating poverty (which was dramatically reduced
by international trade in the century preceding UN’s 1992 “Earth Summit”) as an indispensable requirement for “sustainable dev’t ”,
to (further) decrease the disparities in standards of living and (even) better meet the needs of “the majority” of the world’s people.
Principle 6 : The special situation and needs of developing countries, particularly the least developed and those most environmentally vulnerable, shall be given special priority (by paternalistic, know-very-little, do-gooderist international elites). International
actions in the field of environment and development should also address the (UN-determined) interests and needs of all countries
Principle 7 : States shall cooperate in a spirit of global partnership to conserve, protect and restore (???) the health and integrity
of the Earth's ecosystem. In view of the different contributions to global environmental degradation (change?) states have common
but differentiated responsibilities (ie developed nations should freely share the product of their superior wealth-creating systems with
still-developing nations, denying their own poor and debilitating their own wealth-creators and economies in the process?) . The
developed countries acknowledge the responsibility that they bear in the international pursuit of sustainable development in view
of the pressures their societies place on the global environment and of the technologies and financial resources they command.
Principle 8 : To achieve sustainable dev’t and a higher quality of life for all people (incl.wealthy states?), States should reduce and
eliminate unsustainable patterns (?) of production and consumption and promote appropriate demographic policies (? !).
Principle 9 : States should cooperate to strengthen endogenous capacity-building for sustainable development by improving scientific
understanding through exchanges (gifts?) of scientific and technological knowledge, and by enhancing development, adaptation,
diffusion and transfer of technologies, including new and innovative technologies (ie forego patent protections / incentives ?).
Principle 10 : Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned (!) citizens (Recipe for empowerment
of Enviro-NGOs) at the relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to information about the
environment that is held by public authorities, including information on hazardous materials and activities in their communities,
and the opportunity to participate in (and dictate to? all?? including those requiring value judgements by public representatives?)
decision-making processes. States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and participation by making information widely
available. Effective access to judicial and administrative proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be provided.
Principle 11 : States shall enact effective environmental legislation. Environmental standards, management objectives & priorities
should reflect the environmental and developmental context to which they apply. Standards applied by some countries may be inappropriate and of unwarranted economic and social cost to other countries, in particular developing countries. (ie this is not one rule for all,
only the wealthier states should impose environmentally-correct standards on themselves. But note the adage Richer is Cleaner”)
Principle 12 : States should cooperate to promote a supportive (?) and open (but centrally planned/dictated?) international economic
(UN-based welfare) system that would (???) lead to economic growth AND sustainable development in all countries, to address the
problems of environmental degradation (??? Food v. bio-fuel, Solyndra). (National) Trade policy measures for environmental purposes
(biosecurity?) should not constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on international trade.
Unilateral (national) actions to deal with environmental challenges outside the jurisdiction of the importing country should be avoided.
Environmental measures addressing trans-boundary or global environmental problems should, as far as possible, be based on an
international consensus (ie that led by an ideologically-predetermined and self-empowering group of United Nations-based elites?)
Principle 13 : States shall develop national law regarding liability and compensation for the victims of (criminal!) pollution and other (“)
environmental damage (“). States shall also cooperate in an expeditious and determined manner to develop further international law
regarding liability and compensation for adverse effects of environmental damage caused by activities within their jurisdiction or control to
areas beyond their jurisdiction. (So who determines the nature of “pollution”; in nature, one’s trash is another’s treasure)

Principle 14 : States should effectively cooperate to discourage or prevent the relocation & transfer to other states of any activities
and substances that cause severe environmental degradation or are found to be harmful to human health. (Its an ill wind …)
Principle 15 : In order to protect the environment, the “precautionary approach” (ie take no risks regardless of potential benefits,
and regardless of the history of human civilisation as overcoming human-created problems such as scarcities of stone, bronze, iron
etc) shall be widely applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of
full scientific certainty (as in the potential for runaway global over-heating and oceanic—inundations to be corrected by reversing major
contributions such as human CO2 exhalation) shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent
environmental degradation (such as dramatic reduction in global human population and “footprint”, in favour of replacement species)
Principle 16 : National authorities should endeavour to promote the internalization of environmental costs (eg with carbon taxes?)
and the use of economic instruments (eg incentives such as the economically debilitating cross-subsidisation of “low-value” sectors
– as valued by public demand - at the expense of high-value sectors?) taking into account the approach that the polluter should, in
principle, bear the cost of pollution, with due regard to the public interest and without distorting international trade and investment (?)
Principle 17 : Environmental impact assessment, as a national instrument, shall be undertaken for proposed activities that are
likely to have a significant adverse impact on the environment, and are subject to a decision of a competent (?) national (?) authority.
(this is a blank-cheque invitation for bureaucracies to impose preferred (ideologically-driven) identification and valuation of “effects”,
and to impose high-jump barriers on development proposals, regardless of costs, or the development’s prospective social benefits.)
Principle 18 : States shall immediately notify other States of any natural disasters or other emergencies that are likely to produce
sudden harmful effects on the environment of those States. Every effort shall be made by the “international community” (which
exists only as an aggregation of wilfully opted-in states, which in turn exist only … etc down to individuals) to help States so afflicted.
(Any decision by a “global community” must over-ride national sovereignties, etc down to over-riding personal values and opinions.
Since the aggregated populations of “developing nations” greatly exceed that of “the west”, western values must / will be over-ridden)
Principle 19 : States shall provide prior and timely notification and relevant information to potentially affected States on activities
that may have a significant (now, there’s the rub!) adverse trans-boundary environmental effect and shall consult with those
states at an early stage and in good faith. (Human nature dictates that any such consultation shall be on the initiator’s terms)
Principle 20 : Women have a vital role (???) in environmental management and development. Their full participation is therefore
essential to achieve sustainable development (??? - Principles 20, 21 and 22 are alike “politically correct” = imposition of a “value”)
Principle 21 : The creativity, ideals and courage of youth of the world should be mobilized (brainwashed?) to forge a global partnership in order to achieve sustainable development and ensure a better future for all (sounds like global socialism; - soak the west?)
Principle 22 : Indigenous people and their communities and other local communities have a vital role (more so than others ?) in
environmental management and development because of their knowledge and traditional practices (such as forest burnoffs, speciesextinctions, sewage (non-)treatments?). States should recognize and duly support their identity, culture and interests and enable their
effective participation in achievement of sustainable development (- a recipe for special powers AND separate rules & development !!)
Principle 23 : The environment and natural resources of people under oppression, domination and occupation shall be protected
(by outsiders? Ie “the global community” (UN) can take it upon itself to usurp the authority and powers of all those governments,
including most of the western world, which become presumptuous, excessively-overbearing and arrogant, thus oppress their people?)
Principle 24 : Warfare is inherently destructive of sustainable development (and humans!!!). States shall therefore respect international law, provide protection for the environment in times of armed conflict (!!!) and cooperate in its further development as necessary
Principle 25 : Peace development & environmental protection are interdependent & indivisible (so peace will always prevail when we
protect the environment? and development can occur without changing (damaging?) the environment or “consuming resources”?)
Principle 26 : States shall resolve all their environmental disputes peacefully and by appropriate means in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations (ie become subjected to world government similar in multi-cultural flavour as existing United Nations)
Principle 27 : States and people shall cooperate in good faith and in a spirit of partnership in the fulfilment of the principles embodied
in this Declaration and in the further development of international law in the field of sustainable development (we’re not through yet …)
This document has been posted online by the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA).
Reproduction and dissemination of the document - in electronic and/or printed format - is encouraged, provided
acknowledgement is made of the role of the United Nations in making it available. Last updated: 12 January, 2000
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------OBSERVATIONS by david@CUTS.org.nz :
-- Overall, Agenda 21 prescribes collectivised goals for all societies which require cooperating governments to be willing and able
to sacrifice economic development (“growth”) “where necessary” to render their societies and environments (and those of others they
impinge on) “sustainable”. This requires cooperating governments to be authoritarian in controlling all actions of all their citizens to
ensure environmental “bottom lines” are not crossed. This in turn requires the state to impose absolute constraints on personal
values, choice and the genetically-driven reach for personal survival and betterment, which together comprise “the goose which lays
the golden eggs” of prosperity. The state is fundamentally changed from being an invention of it’s own people to serve their interests
alone as “sovereign”, to becoming an agent of the United Nations to impose UN-advising Enviro-NGOs’ perceptions of “sustainability”.
-- NZs RMA adopts the term “sustainable management” in assigning responsibility to “resource managers” working for local goverment
to ensure that all development is “sustainable”. Planning and environmental practice in New Zealand has become an unthinking,
unevaluated copy of “global best practice” on “sustainability” and “sustainable development” as ultimately defined by the
(nowhere accountable, and increasingly absolutist) Enviro-NGOs which designed Agenda 21 in the first place. Regardless of
Principles 8 & 21, these Enviro-NGOs have no regard for any nation’s living standards and aspirations (other than favouring LDCs)
in defining “best practice”. Result : social and/or environmental “values” trump personal values (liberty, benefits, profits) every time.
-- NZ now endures a situation where a global Absolutist Enviro-Planning Complex (AE-PC) dominates and controls all development
to meet the AE-PC’s idealistic and often naïve and ill-informed perceptions on “sustainable development”’s meanings and values.
Under their unchallengeable direction, environmental “bottom lines” have become high-jump barriers to any form of development,
except those they consider to be environmentally “sustainable” (such as all the mantras supporting “smart (sic) growth” planning),
regardless of it’s economic and social values. The result : a major contribution to the western world’s (and NZ’s) economic decline.

THE AHWAHNEE PRINCIPLES (of American “Smart (sic) Growth”-style town planning as adopted
for Auckland through 1994 Regional Policy Statement and all that flows from it, including the Auckland Plan - DW.NZ)
Preamble: Existing patterns of urban and suburban development seriously impair our quality of life.
The symptoms are: more congestion and air pollution resulting from our increased dependence on automobiles, the loss of
precious open space, the need for costly improvements to roads and public services, the inequitable distribution of
economic resources, and the loss of a sense of community. Drawing upon the best from the past and the present, we can
plan communities that will more successfully serve the needs of those who live and work within them. Such planning
should follow certain fundamental principles:
Community Principles :
(1) All planning should be in the form of complete and integrated communities containing housing, shops, work places,
schools, parks and civic facilities essential to the daily life of the residents.
(2) Community size should be designed so that housing, jobs, daily needs and other activities are within easy walking
distance of each other.
(3) As many activities as possible should be located within easy walking distance of transit stops.
(4) A community should contain a diversity of housing types to enable citizens from a wide range of economic levels and
age groups to live within its boundaries.
(5) Businesses within the community should provide a range of job types for the community's residents.
(6) The location and character of the community should be consistent with a larger transit network
(7) The community should have a center focus that combines commercial, civic, cultural and recreational uses.
(8) The community should contain an ample supply of specialized open space in the form of squares, greens and parks
whose frequent use is encouraged through placement and design.
(9) Public spaces should be designed to encourage the attention and presence of people at all hours of day/night.
(10) Each community or cluster of communities should have a well-defined edge, such as agricultural greenbelts or
wildlife corridors, permantly protected from development
(11) Streets, pedestrian paths and bike paths should contribute to a system of fully-connected, interesting routes to all
destinations. Their design should encourage pedestrian and bicycle use by being small and spatially defined by buildings,
trees and lighting; and by discouraging high speed traffic.
(12) Wherever possible, the natural terrain, drainage and vegetation of the community should be preserved with superior
examples contained within parks or greenbelts.
(13) The community design should help conserve resources and minimize waste,
(14) Communities should provide for the efficient use of water through the use of natural drainage, drought tolerant
landscaping and recycling.
(15) The street orientation, the placement of buildings and the use of shading should contribute to the energy efficiency of
the community.
Regional Principles:
(16) The regional land-use planning structure should be integrated within a larger transportation network built around
transit rather than freeways.
(17) Regions should be bounded by and provide a continuous system of greenbelt/wildlife corridors to be determined by
natural conditions.
(18) Regional institutions and services (govt., stadiums, museums, etc.) should be located in the urban core.
(19) Materials and mehtods of construction should be specific to the region, exhibiting continuity of history and culture and
compatibility with the climate to encourage development of local character and communty identity.
Implementation Principles:
(20) The general plan should be updated to incorporate these principles
(21) Rather than allowing developer-iniated, piecemeal development, local governments should take charge of the
planning process. General plans should designate where new growth, infill or redevelopment will be allowed.
(22) Prior to development, a specific plan should be prepared based on these planning principles.
(23) Plans should be developed through an open process. Process participants should be provided models of planning
proposals.

The (annotated) Ahwhanee Principles which define American architect-driven
“Smart (sic) Growth”-style town planning as adopted (as Res.Mgt.???) for Auckland’s (anti-)“Growth Strategy”
(Annotations comprising underlining, bolding and (italicised) comments provided by david@CUTS.org.nz)
Preamble : Existing patterns of urban and suburban development seriously impair our quality of life. The symptoms are :
more congestion and air pollution resulting from our increased dependence on (choice of?) automobiles (not the nonprovision of arterial roadspace to match the needs/preferences of growing population and economy?), the loss of precious
open space, the need for costly improvements to roads and public services, the inequitable distribution of economic
resources, and the loss of a sense of community. Drawing upon the best from the past and the present, we can plan
communities (50 years ahead) that will more successfully serve the needs of those who live and work within them (??)
Such planning should follow certain fundamental principles:
Community Principles :
(1) All planning should be in the form of complete and integrated communities containing housing, shops, work places,
schools, parks and civic facilities essential to the daily life of the residents (town planner-selected?)
(2) Community size should be designed so that housing, jobs, daily needs and other activities are within easy walking
distance of each other (specialisation/rarity of skills/jobs, freedom to choose, democracy itself?)
(3) As many activities as possible should be located within easy walking distance of transit stops (cost conseq?)
(4) A community should contain a diversity of housing types to enable citizens from a wide range of economic levels
and age groups to live within its boundaries. (Citizens allocated housing by local committees?)
(5) Businesses within the community should provide a range of job types for the community's residents.
(6) The location and character of the community should be consistent with a larger transit (not road?) network
(7) The community should have a center focus that combines commercial, civic, cultural and recreational uses.
(8) The community should contain an ample supply of specialized open space in the form of squares, greens and parks
whose frequent use is encouraged through placement and design.
(9) Public spaces should be designed to encourage the attention and presence of people at all hours of day/night.
(10) Each community or cluster of communities should have a well-defined edge, such as agricultural greenbelts or
wildlife corridors, permantly protected from development (regardless of population growth, ie must densify)
(11) Streets, pedestrian paths and bike paths should contribute to a system of fully-connected, interesting routes to all
destinations (so why not extend arterial road nets?). Their design should encourage pedestrian and bicycle use by being
small and spatially defined by buildings, trees and lighting; and by discouraging high speed traffic.
(12) Wherever possible, the natural terrain, drainage and vegetation of the community should be preserved (eg by tree
police, regardless of property rights?) with superior examples contained within parks or greenbelts.
(13) The community design should help conserve resources and minimize waste (what does“waste” mean/cost?)
(14) Communities (in water-short California) should provide for the efficient use of water through the use of natural
drainage, drought tolerant landscaping and recycling.
(15) The street orientation, the placement of buildings and the use of shading should contribute to the energy efficiency
of the community (there is shortage of carbon fuel & alternative energy in an energy-driven world?)
Regional Principles:
(16) The regional land-use planning structure should be integrated within a larger transportation network built around
transit rather than freeways (arterials/freeways/motorways are car-enabling, thus plan-incompatible!!)
(17) Regions should be bounded by and provide a continuous system of greenbelt/wildlife corridors to be determined by
natural conditions. (We inhibit growth and cripple our economy to save abundant farmlands?)
(18) Regional institutions and services (govt., stadiums, museums, etc.) should be located in the urban core.
(19) Materials and mehtods of construction should be specific to the region, exhibiting continuity of history and culture and
compatibility with the climate to encourage development of local character and communty identity.
Implementation Principles:
(20) The general plan (american town plan) should be updated to incorporate these principles (but RMA plan?)
(21) Rather than allowing developer-iniated, piecemeal development, local governments should take charge of the
planning process. General plans should designate where new growth, infill or redevelopment will be allowed.
(22) Prior to development, a specific plan should be prepared based on these planning principles (RMA “enable”)
(23) Plans should be developed through an open process (guided by town planners?). Process participants should be
provided (select from?) models of planning proposals (from takers of financial risks in a competitive world?)

The (annotated background to the) Ahwhanee Principles which define American
architect-driven “Smart (sic) Growth”-style town planning as adopted for Auckland’s (anti-)“Growth Strategy”.
(Annotations comprising underlining, bolding and (italicised) comments added by david@CUTS.org.nz)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Awhanee Principles - A Background paper by Judith Corbett, Exec.Director, Local Govt Commission
and Joe Velasquez, Council member, City of Cathedral City (enthusiasts for highly prescriptive town plans)
Cities everywhere are facing similar problems - increasing traffic congestion and worsening air pollution, the continuing
loss of open space, the need for costly improvements to road and public services, the inequitable distribution of economic
resources (?), and the loss of a sense of community. The problems seem overwhelming and we suffer from their
consequences every day. City character is blurred until every place becomes like every other place and all adding up to
No Place (ie time to stop the world/growth/change and return to pre-WWII era)
Many of our social, economic and environmental problems can be traced to land use practices adopted since World War II.
In the late 1940's we began to adopt a notion that life would be better and we would all have more freedom (of mobility?
choice? access?) if we planned and built our communities around the automobile. Gradually, rather than increasing our
freedom, auto-oriented land use planning (and inadequate road-building) has reduced our options. Now, it takes much
more time than it used to carry out our daily activities. We must go everywhere by car - there is no other option (anywhere
near as convenient, economic and fuel-efficient which also enables favoured garden suburbs). We must take a car to the
store for a gallon of milk, drive the kids to Little League practice, even spend part of the lunch hour driving to a place to
eat. As roads become increasingly clogged and jobs and facilities less accessible, we spend our time as anonymous
individuals waiting traffic lights to change rather than chatting with friends at the corner store or playing ball on the lawn
with neighborhood kids
Rather than designing towns so that we could walk to work or to the store, we (aided and abetted by a previous generation
of town planners) have separated uses into homogeneous, single-use enclaves, spreading out these uses on everincreasing acres of land. Housing of similar types for similar income levels were grouped together. Retail stores were
clustered into huge structures called (ped-)malls, surrounded by endless acres of parking slots. Businesses imitated the
mall, creating "business parks" usually without a park in sight, with people working in clusters of similar buildings and
parking spaces. At the same time, public squares, the corner store, main street, and all the places where people (then) met
to enjoy a sense of community were replaced by a sea of asphalt.
Even people are segregated (by town planners?) by age and income level. Those who cannot drive or afford a car face an
enormous disadvantage (they have to use heavily-subsidised but still inconvenient public transport?). In words of
Pasadena's Mayor Cole, "there's a loss of place and hope, and it's (cars? change?) killing our souls."
The effects of single-use, sprawling development patterns are becoming increasing clear. And, with that evolved a
realization that there is a better way (for whom?). (Pre-car) towns of the type built earlier in this century - those compact,
walkable communities where you could walk to the store and kids could walk to school, where there was variety of housing
types from housing over stores to single-family units with front porches facing tree-lined, narrow streets - provided a life
style that now (then?) seems far preferable to today's neighborhoods. Thus we have seen increasing interest in a number
of concepts that would bring us back to a more traditional style of development and a style of planning that would be more
in tune with nature. (Is that all there is to “sustainable development? Is it consistent with current medicine, longevity etc?).
These concepts include "neotraditional planning", "sustainable development", "transit-oriented design", "new urbanism",
"livable communities”
In 1991, at the instigation of Local Government Commission architect-planner and staff-member Peter Katz, author of “The
New Urbanism”, the commission brought together a group of (economically- and commercially-unaware?) architects who
have been leaders in developing new notions of land use planning: Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, Stefanos
Polyzoides Elizabeth Moule, Peter Calthorpe, Michael Corbett. These innovators were asked to come to agreement
about what it is that the new planning ideas - from neotraditional planning to sustainable (?? What is in this black envirobox?) design - have in common, and from there develop a set of community principles. They were then asked how each
community should relate to the region, to develop a set of regional principles. Finally, they were charged with defining how
these principles might be implemented.

The architects' ideas were drafted by attorney Steve Weissman into a form which would be useful to local elected officials
and provide a vision for an alternative to urban sprawl. A preamble, topics of specific ideas, community principles,
regional principles and implementation of the principles was presented in the fall of 1991 to about 100 local elected
officials at a conference at the Ahwahnee Hotel in Yosemite. There they received both a highly enthusiastic response
and their title - the Ahwahnee Principles (as presented, annotated, on the last sheet).
Community Principles
The community principles define a community where housing and all the things needed to meet the daily needs of
residents are located within walking distance of one another. They call for returning to historic population densities around
transit stops to provide the critical mass of people and activities in these areas needed to make transit economically viable.
They call for housing which provides places to live for a variety of people within a single neighborhood instead of
separating people by income level, age or family situation. The Ahwahnee Principles state that development should be
compact but with open space provided in the form of squares or parks. Urban designer Michael Freedman describes this
as space-making rather than space-occupying development. Rather than surrounding buildings in the center of unusable
landscaped areas (space-occupying development), Freedman says we should use buildings to frame public space (placemaking design).
Freedman holds that to plan for more livable communities, local government officials must understand the human scale that is, the basic relationship of people to the environment in which they live. In neighborhoods, for example, we must
recognize the relationship of the house to the front door to the street. In doing so, we will create the sorts of places which
bring people together and create a vitality, a sense of community. By framing open space with buildings which open onto
it, there are more eyes to look upon the area and that creates places that feel more safe. And with that design solution
comes more compact development - development which has less costly infrastructure requirements (?? - another
architectural vision??), and development which is more walkable and more easily served by transit. Further, the principles
call for an end to the monotony of contiguous look-alike building by separating each community with a well defined edge,
such as an agricultural greenbelt or wildlife corridor, so that we can actually see where one community ends and another
begins. From a transport-ation standpoint, one of the most important principles is that all parts of the community should be
connected by streets or paths - no more (socially-destructive?) dead-end cul de sacs, fences, or walls which prevent us
from going directly from one point to another. Narrow streets, rather than wide streets, are recommended because they
help slow traffic and make it safer for pedestrians and bicycles. Narrow streets also create more attractive, more peoplefriendly neighborhoods and shopping districts.
Finally, the community principles call for more resource-efficient land use planning - the preservation of the natural terrain,
drainage and vegetation; and the use of natural drainage systems and drought tolerant landscaping and recycling. They
ask that buildings be oriented properly, (as required by the California solar rights act) so that they can take advantage of
the sun for heating and natural breezes for cooling.
Regional Principles
The regional principles call for the land-use planning structure to be integrated within a larger network built around transit
rather than freeways, with regional institutions and services located in the urban core. A perfect example of this can be
found in the City of San Jose where city planners chose to locate a new sports stadium in the downtown area, close to
several rail stops rather than off a freeway. The surrounding restaurants and shops are benefiting from the increased
number of passers-by before and after games, and freeway travel is not as clogged as it otherwise would have been.
(Thus locate Auckland stadium near rail & harbour edge where cars are restricted to about 5000 per hour, despite
patronage/parking difficulties at car-restrictive NS stadium)
The architects noted that regions should be distinct from one another rather than fading into one another as they largely do
today. Each region should be surrounded by a wildlife corridor or greenbelt and the materials and methods of construction
should be specific to the region. Santa Barbara Santa Fe come forward as two excellent examples of communities who have
followed these principles and who have realized that there are economic as well as aesthetic advantages of doing so. Both
of these cities have implemented strict design guidelines for their downtowns which preserve the historical architectural
styles of their regions. Because these cities have retained a very special and distinct sense of place, they are highly popular
both as places to live and as tourist destinations.

Implementation Principles
The implementation strategy forwarded by the planners is fairly straightforward and simple. First, the general plan should
be updated to incorporate the Ahwahnee Principles. Next, local governments (town planners? -DW) should take charge of
the planning process rather than simply continuing to react to piecemeal proposals. Prior to any development, a specific
plan or a precise plan should be prepared based on the planning principles. With the adoption of specific plans, complying
projects can then proceed with minimal delay. The developer will know exactly what the community (ie town planners?)
wants. There should be no more costly, time-consuming, guessing games (such as no longer occur since we replaced the
old Town Planners Act with the RMA?)
Finally, the architects put forth the most critical principle of all, "Plans should be developed through an open process
and participants in the process should be provided visual models of all planning proposals." Without involving citizens
from every sector of the community, including developers, (commerce? industry?) the political viability of a new plan may
be limited. Citizens must be getting what they want (mobility?) and care enough to be vigilant about it so that the plan
cannot be changed by a single property owner with a self interest. (Unless it conforms with what town planners consider
complies with their generalised vision of public interest (rather than spcific proposals) which has been politically adopted
and thus set in concrete for 50 yrs following the sort of public consultation/affirmation processes we have experienced
recently in Auckland?)
But the stability of planning policies is not the only advantage of citizen participation. Bringing together citizens to create a
common vision for the community (refer attached list of Auckland City Council consultees) has more benefits than just the
creation of a good plan that will be upheld through time. The process itself can create a sense of community and an
understanding between previously warring factions (such as those on the ACC list?)
However, it is difficult for citizens to visualize what a new planning scheme is going to look like after it is built if they see
only a one-dimensional sketch or read about the plan in a six-inch thick planning document. There are a number of
techniques which have been developed to address this problem. The visual preference survey, where participants are
provided an opportunity to express their likes and dislikes through judging slides, allows citizens to actually see concrete
examples of their options. Another useful technique is computer simulation where the visual results of a physical plan can
be created on the computer. Another method involves taking participants on a walk through their own town to determine
which portions of the community look good and function well and which do not.
Implementing the Ahwahnee Principles
The concepts embodied in the Ahwahnee Principles are being implemented by cities and counties throughout the nation,
with most of the activity occurring on the east and west coasts. In Pasadena, the participation of 3,000 residents from all
sectors of the community resulted in a general plan with a guiding principle which states, "Pasadena will be a city where
people can circulate without cars." The plan lays out where growth should occur - primarily along light rail stations and in
neighborhood commercial areas within walking distance of residences. The city is now preparing specific plans to guide
what that growth should look like. One of the projects, a mixed-use housing development near a downtown rail stop, is
already complete.
In San Jose, the City has produced, under the guidance of citizen advisory groups, a total of four specific plans for infill
sites in various parts of the City covering a total of almost 1,000 acres. Their goal is to assure that new development will
occur as compact, mixed use neighborhoods located near transit stops. The City of San Diego has adopted "TransitOriented Development Design Guidelines" for the purpose of redirecting existing patterns of building within the City and
helping reduce the community's dependence on the automobile.(Commerce? Industry? Freedom of choice? Democracy?).
The planning staff has completed the first public review draft of a comprehensive zoning code update that will create
zoning designations to implement the guidelines.
In Sacramento, Walnut Creek, Santa Barbara and San Diego, city officials have broken new ground by siting new
shopping malls downtown, near transit, rather than off a freeway. The benefits include both a new surge of economic
activity for downtown businesses and a reduction in auto use and the associated negative air quality impacts. The
California Air Resources Board has noted that over 60% of the people arriving at San Diego's downtown mall, Horton
Plaza, arrive via transit or walking. (Not so in LA, but air now meets all standards)
Developer-proposed, large-scale, new development is also reflecting the influence of the Ahwahnee Principles. The 1000acre Playa Vista infill project in Los Angeles will include the preservation of 300 acres of wetlands. As designed, the
development will feature moderately-dense housing built around small neighborhood parks. Large offices, small retail
stores, restaurants, grocery stores and small telecommuting offices will be integrated, allowing residents to walk when

they go to work, shop, or go out to dinner. A bicycle and pedestrian esplanade will link the town with the beach. Rialto's
Mayor John Longville is working with the developer of a 3,000 acre development near the Ontario airport to incorporate
the concepts of the Ahwahnee Principles in that project.
With the assistance of urban designer Michael Freedman, the City of Cathedral City is no longer focusing solely on density
and the control of uses as a means of guiding their future growth. At a joint meeting of the city council, planning
commission, and architectural review committee, Freedman presented the Ahwahne Principles and the key role of local
government in future planning and general plan development. Cathedral City adopted the Ahwahnee Principles by
resolution and has started to incorporate them into their general plan.With only 50% of the city built out and development
plans on the table, the city council acknowledged the importance of having planning guidelines. An innovative city in the
desert region, Cathedral City understands the best way to deliver good planning principles is to work both with the
community and the building industry to develop a compre-hensive strategy of planning more livable (?? when less mobile
& economically productive?) neighborhoods.
Even the US government has embraced the Ahwahnee Principles. Architect Peter Calthorpe reports that the planning
concepts outlined by the Ahwahnee Principles have been written into a guidance document recently published by the
federal government. Calthorpe was a co-author of the document, Vision/Reality produced by the US Department of
Housing and Urban Development for local government officials interested in applying for Community Development Block
Grant program and other funds.
A number of city planners believe that if they can just solve the problem of traffic, they can solve the major problems of
their cities. Yet the simple needs of the automobile (commerce? Industry?) are far more easily understood and
accommodated that the complex needs of people. The Ahwahnee Principles outline a set of ideas for planning more
livable communities built for people, not just cars, and provide a vision for an alternative to urban sprawl. (But what
about the cost? Urban expansion is far and away the most choice-laden, economic way of accommodating increased
population) This new vision will lead to neighborhoods where people no longer live in a house with an isolated rear yard.
They will live in a home with a comfortable relationship to the street which is part of a neighborhood. Tree-lined sidewalks
with narrow streets will induce cars to drive more slowly. Children will be more safe when they play in the neighborhood
and the sense of community will add a feeling of security. When they need to go to school, to the store, or to baseball
practice, children will be able to walk or ride a bike rather than being dependent on someone driving them there.
The top down, traditional planning of yesterday is no longer an acceptable means of making cities (!!). The people served
must be involved. When (town planner-guided?) people come together and openly discuss their visions for the future, a
sense of community will result (as in proposals for Panmure??). Bringing citizens into the process of developing and
revising the general plan will also result in new development which both serves the needs of the community and is used
and respected by the residents it serves. To make better, more livable cities, local governments (ie town planners) must
take charge of the process of planning while involving and utilizing its best asset, the people who work, live and play in our
communities. (But today’s citizens mostly choose auto-accessible suburbs, preferring self-mobility for optimisation of
work, life and play choices)
___________________________________________________

About the Architects : The architects who gathered in 1991 to develop the Ahwahnee Principles are all internationally
known for their inspirational work and innovative ideas. Peter Calthorpe, is one of the leaders of the "New Urbanism"
movement and was cited by Newsweek Magazine as "one of 25 innovators on the cutting edge." Michael Corbett, a
former Mayor of the City of Davis, has received international recognition for his design of the resource-efficient Village
Homes development in Davis, a project often cited as the best existing example of sustainable development in the world.
The husband-wife team of Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, made headlines with their wildly successful
Seaside development in Florida and have become highly acclaimed architects and planners of neotraditional communities.
Stefanos Polyzoides is an associate professor of architecture at the University of Southern California. He and his partner,
Elizabeth Moule, are the architects of Playa Vista in Los Angeles, a model application of the Ahwahnee Principles.

The "Ahwahnee Principles” were one of the earliest statements of “smart-growth” goals, written by a group of architects
and town planners meeting at the Ahwahnee Hotel in Yosemite. Early in 2000 a group of economists and policy analysts
met at Lone Mountain Ranch in Montana to form a different set of principles : “The Lone Mountain Compact”. In effect,
they articulate an alternative to “smart growth” policies, reflecting a different socio-political direction..............D.W. (NZ)

THE LONE MOUNTAIN COMPACT :
Principles for Preserving Freedom and Livability in America's Cities and Suburbs
The phenomenon of urban sprawl has become a pre-eminent controversy throughout the United States. Recently a number of
scholars and writers, gathered at a conference about the issue at Lone Mountain Ranch in Big Sky, Montana by the Political
Economy Research Center, decided to distill their conclusions into the following brief statement of principles.
The authors have called this statement “The Lone Mountain Compact". and have invited other writers and scholars to
join in endorsing its principles. (A partial list of signatories appears at the end.)
Preamble: The unprecedented increase in prosperity over the last 25 years has created a large and growing upper middle class in
America. New modes of work and leisure combined with population growth have fueled successive waves of suburban expansion in
the 20th century. Technological progress is likely to increase housing choice and community diversity even further in the 21st century,
enabling more people to live and work outside the conventional urban forms of our time. These choices will likely include low-density,
medium-density, and high-density urban forms. This growth brings rapid change to our communities, often with negative side effects,
such as traffic congestion, crowded public schools, and the loss of familiar open space. All of these factors are bound up in the
controversy that goes by the term "sprawl." The heightened public concern over the character of our cities and suburbs is a healthy
expression of citizen demand for solutions that are responsive to our changing needs and wants. Yet tradeoffs between different policy
options for addressing these concerns are poorly understood. Productive solutions to public concerns will adhere to the following
fundamental principles.
Principles for Livable Cities:
1. The most fundamental principle is that, absent a material threat to other individuals or the community, people should be allowed to
live and work where and how they like.
2. Prescriptive, centralized plans that try to determine the detailed outcome of community form & function should be avoided. Such
"comprehensive" plans interfere with the dynamic, adaptive, and evolutionary nature of neighborhoods and cities.
3. Densities and land uses should be market driven, not plan driven. Proposals to supersede market-driven land use decisions by
centrally directed decisions are vulnerable to the same kind of perverse consequences as any other kind of centrally planned resource
allocation decisions, and show little awareness of what such a system would have to accomplish even to equal the market in
effectiveness.
4. Communities should allow a diversity in neighborhood design, as desired by the market. Planning and zoning codes and building
regulations should allow for neotraditional neighborhood design, historic neighborhood renovation and conversion, and other mixeduse development and the more decentralized development forms of recent years.
5. Decisions about neighborhood development should be decentralized as far as possible. Local neighborhood associations and
private covenants are superior to centralized or regional government planning agencies.
6. Local planning procedures and tools should incorporate private property rights as a fundamental element of development control.
Problems of incompatible or conflicting land uses will be better resolved through the revival of common law principles of nuisance than
through zoning regulations which tend to be rigid and inefficient.
7. All growth management policies should be evaluated according to their cost of living and "burden-shifting" effects. Urban growth
boundaries, minimum lot sizes, restrictions on housing development, restrictions on commercial development, and other limits on freely
functioning land markets that increase the burdens on lower income groups must be rejected.
8. Market-oriented transportation strategies should be employed, such as peak period road pricing, HOT lanes, toll roads, and demonopolized mass transit. Monopoly public transit schemes, especially fixed rail transit that lacks the flexibility to adapt to the changing
destinations of a dynamic, decentralized metropolis, should be viewed skeptically.
9. The rights of present residents should not supersede those of future residents. Planners, citizens, and local officials should
recognize that "efficient" land use must include consideration for household and consumer wants, preferences, and desires. Thus,
growth controls and land-use planning must consider the desires of future generations, not solely current residents.
10. Planning decisions should be based upon facts, not perceptions. A number of the concerns raised in the "sprawl" debate are based
upon false perceptions. The use of good data in public policy is crucial to the continued progress of American cities and the social
advance of all its citizens.
For more information and background on the principles of The Lone Mountain Compact, see :
“A Guide to Smart Growth : Shattering Myths, Providing Solutions”, edited by Jane S. Shaw and Ronald D. Utt, (PERC/Heritage
Foundation, 2000).
“The Vanishing Automobile and Other Urban Myths : How Smart Growth Will Harm American Cities” by Randal O’Toole
(Thoreau Institute)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Lone Mountain Coalition (.....is an ad hoc, informal consortium of individuals committed to the principles
contained in the Lone Mountain Compact. Endorsement of the Lone Mountain Compact does not necessarily
imply unanimous agreement with every principle. Organizational names are for identification purposes only,
and do not necessarily imply any organizational endorsement of either the Lone Mountain Compact or the
Lone Mountain Coalition.)
Jonathan Adler Arlington, Virginia
Ryan Amacher, Ph.D. Department of Economics University of Texas, Arlington
Terry Anderson, Ph.D. PERC/Hoover Institution Bozeman, Montana
Angela Antonelli The Heritage Foundation Washington, DC
John A. Baden, Ph.D. Foundation for Research on Economics and the Environment (FREE) Bozeman, Montana
Michael B. Barkey Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty Grand Rapids, Michigan
Bruce Benson Department of Economics Florida State University Tallahassee, Florida
John Berthoud National Taxpayers Union Alexandria, Virginia
Robert Bish School of Public Administration University of Victoria British Columbia, Canada
Clint Bolick Institute for Justice Washington, DC
Samuel Bostaph Department of Economics University of Dallas Irving, Texas
J. C. Bowman Children First Tennessee Chattanooga, Tennessee
Jerry Bowyer Allegheny Institute for Public Policy Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Gordon L. Brady, Ph.D. Center for the Study of Public Choice George Mason University Fairfax, Virginia
James Burling Pacific Legal Foundation Sacramento, California
H. Sterling Burnett, Ph.D. National Center for Policy Analysis Dallas, Texas
Henry N. Butler School of Business University of Kansas Lawrence, Kansas
William N. Butos Department of Economics Trinity College Hartford, Connecticut
John Caldara Independence Institute Denver, Colorado
F. Patricia Callahan American Association of Small Property Owners Washington, DC
Jim Cardle Lone Star Foundation and Report Austin, Texas
Anthony T. Caso Pacific Legal Foundation Sacramento, California
John Charles Cascade Policy Institute Portland, Oregon
Kenneth W. Chilton, Ph.D. Center for the Study of American Business Washington University St. Louis, Missouri
J. R. Clark Center for Economic Education University of Tennessee Chattanooga
Daniel Coldwell Department of Economics University of Memphis Memphis, Tennessee
Michael Coulter Shenango Institute for Public Policy Grove City, Pennsylvania
Wendell Cox Wendell Cox Consultancy Belleville, Illinois
Louis De Alessi, Ph.D. Coral Gables, Florida
Robert de Posada Hispanic Business Roundtable Washington, DC
Sean Duffy Commonwealth Foundation Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Becky Norton Dunlop The Heritage Foundation Washington, DC
Jefferson G. Edgens, Ph.D. University of Kentucky Lexington, Kentucky
William A. Fischel Department of Economics Dartmouth College Hanover, New Hampshire
B. Delworth Gardner Department of Economics Brigham Young University Provo, Utah
Michael Gilstrap Tennessee Institute for Public Policy Nashville, Tennessee
Peter Gordon, Ph.D. School of Policy, Planning and Development University of Southern California LA California
Grant Gulibon Commonwealth Foundation Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Paul Guppy Washington Institute Foundation Seattle, Washington
Robert L. Hale Northwest Legal Foundation Minot, North Dakota
Rick Harrison Harrison Site Designs Minneapolis, Minnesota
Jake Haulk, Ph.D. Allegheny Institute for Public Policy Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Steven Hayward, Ph.D. Pacific Research Institute San Francisco, California
Andy Herr Department of Economics St. Vincent College Latrobe, Pennsylvania
P. J. Hill Department of Business and Economics Wheaton College Wheaton, Illinois
Randall Holcombe, Ph.D. Department of Economics Florida State University Tallahassee, Florida
John Hood The John Locke Foundation Raleigh, North Carolina
Stephen L. Jackstadt College of Business and Public Policy University of Alaska, Anchorage
Jeff Judson Texas Public Policy Foundation San Antonio, Texas
Jo Kwong, Ph.D. Atlas Economic Research Foundation Fairfax, Virginia

George Landrith, III Frontiers of Freedom Arlington, Virginia
Robert A. Lawson School of Business and Economics Capital University Columbus, Ohio
Donald Leal PERC Bozeman, Montana
Dwight Lee Department of Economics University of Georgia Athens, Georgia
Stanley Liebowitz School of Management University of Texas, Dallas
Edward Lopez Department of Economics University of North Texas Denton, Texas
John Lunn Department of Economics and Business Hope College Holland, Michigan
J. Stanley Marshall James Madison Institute Tallahassee, Florida
Nancie G. Marzulla Defenders of Property Rights Washington, DC
Roger J. Marzulla Defenders of Property Rights Washington, DC
Ken Masugi, Ph.D. Claremont Institute Claremont, California
John McClaughry Ethan Allen Institute Concord, Vermont
Robert McCormick Department of Economics Clemson University Clemson, South Carolina
Kelly McCutcheon Georgia Public Policy Foundation Atlanta, Georgia
Ed McMullen South Carolina Policy Council Columbia, South Carolina
Roger Meiners, Ph.D. Professor of Law and Economics University of Texas, Arlington
William H. Mellor Institute for Justice Washington, DC
John Merrifield Department of Economics University of Texas, San Antonio
Edward Moore James Madison Institute Tallahassee, Florida
John C. Moorhouse Department of Economics Lake Forest University Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Lucas Morel, Ph.D. Associate Professor of Politics Washington and Lee University Lexington, Virginia
Andrew Morriss School of Law Case Western Reserve University Cleveland, Ohio
Henry Olsen Manhattan Institute New York City, New York
C. Kenneth Orski Innovation Briefs Washington, DC
Randal O'Toole The Thoreau Institute Bandon, Oregon
Daniel C. Palm, Ph.D. Department of Political Science Azusa Pacific University Azusa, California
Gary Palmer Alabama Policy Institute Birmingham, Alabama
E. C. Pasour Department of Economics and Business North Carolina State University Raleigh, North Carolina
Mitchell B. Pearlstein, Ph.D. Center of the American Experiment Minneapolis, Minnesota
Steve Pejovich Department of Economics Texas A&M University College Station, Texas
Roger Pilon, Ph.D., J.D. Cato Institute Washington, DC
Lawrence W. Reed Mackinac Center for Public Policy Midland, Michigan
David W. Riggs, Ph.D. Competitive Enterprise Institute Washington, DC
Thomas A. Rubin Thomas A. Rubin Consultancy Oakland, California
Peter Samuel Toll Roads Newsletter Frederick, Maryland
E. S. Savas, Ph.D. Baruch College City University of New York New York, New York
Peter W. Schramm, Ph.D. John Ashbrook Center for Public Affairs Ashland University Ashland, Ohio
Jane S. Shaw PERC Bozeman, Montana
Daniel R. Simmons Competitive Enterprise Institute Washington, DC
Randy T. Simmons, Ph.D. Institute of Political Economy Utah State University Logan, Utah
Fred L. Smith, Jr. Competitive Enterprise Institute Washington, DC
Vernon L. Smith Economics Science Laboratory University of Arizona Tucson, Arizona
Sam Staley, Ph.D. Reason Public Policy Institute Los Angeles, California
Richard Stroup, Ph.D. PERC Bozeman, Montana
David J. Theroux The Independent Institute Oakland, California
Gordon Tullock Law and Economics Center George Mason University Arlington, Virginia
Ronald D. Utt, Ph.D. Heritage Foundation Washington, DC
Malcolm Wallop Frontiers of Freedom Arlington, Virginia
John Weicher Hudson Institute Washington, DC
Bob Williams Evergreen Freedom Foundation Olympia, Washington
Robert Whaples Department of Economics Wake Forest University Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Bruce Yandle Department of Economics Clemson University Clemson, South Carolina

Origins of the ‘Smart Growth’ formula for ‘designer cities’
During the ‘30s, architect Le Corbusier enjoyed global influence with his “future city” formula for designer
cities, described as “tall towers in green fields”. Many urban (“slum”) redevelopment projects were built to
this formula, particularly in North America and Europe. But the formula failed, both socially and economically,
to provide socially and economically viable solutions to real human wants, needs and preferences. Several
were torn down; the Le Corbusier model was widely discredited. But WWII intervened; state and most private
housing projects came to a standstill.
After WWII, America’s architect-planners were in sore need of a comparably “authoritative” model with which
to impress “mass production” clients, especially State and local governments keen to provide for fatherless
families, and the rush of urbanisation and family formation known today as the “baby boom”. Student
architect-planners touring Europe delighted in (their perception of) the social attributes of fortified Italian hilltowns, and the visual glories of (central parts of) olde worlde 1 cities like Paris and Prague. This delight resulted
in a collectivised, composite vision 2 (model) for the ‘progressive redevelopment’ (meaning wholesale
reconstruction) of American cities that remains with us today, formulaised and globalised as the “Smart
Growth” formula. (NZ label is “Compact Cities”)
The evolution of “Smart Growth” is marked by a succession of absorptions/add-ons while holding strongly to
the fundamental premise that pre-WWII European towns and cities are desirable and appropriate models for
cities today and indefinitely into the future – and that town planners are the ideal people (in their own
perception) to define that future and ensure it gets built. In other words, planners see themselves as winnerpickers. The elephants in their play-room include the betterment-conferring thus almost universal post-WWII
displacement of collectivised public transport by auto-(self)-mobility, major and ongoing technological
development and attendant urbanisation of one-time farm and village dwellers, and the resulting higher living
standards enabling household ownership of standalone housing, very preferably (for most people for most
parts of their lives) in a more natural “garden city” of suburbs than in Euro-style tenanted pre-WWII apartment
blocks owned by rentiers.
The “elephant” realities listed above are ignored by the planning industry today, definable as imple-menters
on behalf of a “globalised and Absolutist 3 Enviro-Planning Complex” (see attachment). The gAE-PC continues
to hold strongly to the belief that we should reconstruct our cities according to their ‘vision’ which is at once
pre-WWII-based (ie outdated), aesthetics-driven, self-empowering, and arro-gates personal values,
affordabilies, and preferences for self- and family-betterment. The evolution of “Smart Growth” from that
fundamentally unrealistic vision can be traced through a series of steps :
 Origins in pre-WWII pre-automobility Italian hill-towns and Euro-cities socially and visually appealing
to post-war American architectural and Planning students 4,
 Popularised in the ‘70s by active accommodation of the new wave of environmental concerns and
advocacy, claiming to address those concerns by incorporating in plans the demonization of growthas-consumption, growth-as-expansion, growth-as-suburbs, growth-as-automobility, and of commerce
generally and of engineers and developers in particular. (Such claims have never been justified,
relying rather on slogans such as “auto-mobility is unsustainable”, and “why build roads, they only fill
1

… comprising mostly 4-storey “walk-up” tenanted apartments in small – now “central” – cities. However, after the war, growth in
automobility and widespread ownership of telephones occurred as component parts of an explosion of wealth-creation. Growth in city
size occurred in parallel with private ownership of stand-alone homes, almost entirely in suburbs representing a major improvement in
living standards.
2 That new vision sought to replicate the aesthetic (for architects and planners) “glories” of the pre-industrial, pre-concrete (ie artisancarved stone) tenement walk-up and horse-drawn city where internal courtyards were the sole respite from noisome crowds. A city walllike “urban edge” ensured consolidation – until population pressures over-topped it. As cities grew with industrialisation around a city
centre hosting most employment, walking and the stench, disease & inconvenience of horses were displaced by radial rail transit, then
auto-buses
3 Absolutist in that practitioners routinely ignore considerations such as rights in property ownership, economic efficiency, affordability,
universality (avoidance of elitism), democratic retention of inter-class mobility, and substantial and ongoing changes in technology,
population, demography, communications, personal values etc.
4 Note that the “monumental” aspects of such towns and cities were invariably built by property-owning Monarchs such as Louis XIV and
the Hapsburgs, or property-owning governments (Washington DC, Brazilia, Chandigargh, Canberra). Monumentalism, however glorious
to behold, was entirely unconstrained by efficiency, cost or affordability considerations such as attended the industrial revolution and
the associated privatisation of property and growth of “freedom & democracy”. But usurpation of property rights (and thus destruction
of the foundation of F&D) has proven to be no concern or barrier to
the aspirations of the gAE-PC..








up with cars”. In fact, such claims are unjustifiable for “western new world” (WNW = low density, fully
automobilised) societies such as Auckland, being almost entirely counter-factual and (arguably)
environmentally net-detrimental, despite some monopoly-serving pseudo-“research” indicating the
contrary.)
sanctified in the ‘80s by claimed association with the (wholly subjective, power conferring) UNEPpromoted “sustainable development” mantra (again, never justified and in fact wholly unjustifiable)
which conferred the additional authorisation of ignoring pragmatic considerat-ions, such as the state
of the economy, affordability-by-sector, and the incidence of costs.
labelled in the ‘90s (i) “integrated” as responsive to all human wants and needs and as providing all
things for all men while also saving the planet, and (ii) “Smart (sic) Growth” to infer superiority with
which to trump and smother any remaining opposition.
Further “justified” in the ‘90s as accommodating social concerns comprehensively with philosophical
principles articulated (by architect-planners) in the “Awahnee Principles”.5
Advocated and defenses organised throughout by the American Planning Association (APA) acting in
concert with the American Public Transport Association (APTA) and global Enviro-NGOs

Early versions of this formulaic model “responded” opportunistically to, and symbiotically with, conservative
public reaction against rapid “Levitt-town”-style suburbanisation of peri-urban farmland reflected in the
popular ‘50s song “Little boxes, little boxes and they all look the same”. It also drew on fears of losing periurban market gardens and familiar landscapes, by people unaware that the economic value of land is
determined by it’s productivity, and that a household was far more econo-mically productive than any form of
agri- or horticulture. Moreover, physical proximity to an urban market was no longer a significant factor in the
costs incurred by market gardeners, their own prefer-ence for being close to city lights was the only thing
standing between them and the development offered by dollar-waving developers with a keen eye for what
worked and was most efficient (ie what the public really wanted thereby offering them easy and maximum
profit). The only way to overcome such obvious economies was to demonise such expansion and regulate
against it. This opened the door for dictatorial ‘command and control’ planning and the propaganda necessary
to sustain it.
The resulting “Smart Growth” formula (see appendix) had already been fully developed in America and
available for export precisely at the time Auckland’s “resource managers” (town planners until they re-labelled
themselves when the RMA displaced the old TCPA in 1991) needed a Policy Statement and Development Strategy
to meet RMA requirements. It was imported holus bolus, using the Plan for Portland OR. as a model, but (re)labelled “Compact City” to reflect it’s environmental “credentials”.
Essentially, the formula’s underlying premises were to “stop sprawl” by opposing any new motorways and
even any development of the arterial road network, thereby to actively discouraging auto-mobility, and using
the long-term physical framework provided by a rail transit system as a tool to restrict the movement of
people and goods to the (primarily radial) corridors re-focussing the city on a Central Business District. The
resulting movement structure was to be reinforced by densified housing around and along it, particularly in
the vicinity of railway stations, with presumed ensuing rail patronage serving to justify it’s provision in the first
place.
Unfortunately, the extensive assumptions underlying this (re-) developmental formula are proving to be everfurther from reality, imposing costs and economic debilitation that were never even thought of, far less
considered in comparison with real benefits to real human beings. Indeed the “Smart Growth” formula ignores
the economies and consequences of 20th century populations, demographics, progress and associated
technologies (especially in construction methods and materials, energy availability and consumption, and in
personal inter-connectivity as enhanced by telephone and auto-mobility), all to human advantage over
preceding technologies, so it carries the same seeds of social and economic failure as did Le Corbusier’s
preceding “Future City”. Indeed, when applied city-wide for decades on end, as it has been in many westernworld cities including Auckland for over 20 years, it has proven to be a primary factor in economic debilitation,
potentially leading to economic collapse.
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Refer supportive Awahnee Principals, and the reaction articulated in the market-based Lone Mountain Compact
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Manner personally affected by the NZTA proposal :
(1) As a taxpayer and ratepayer, I am concerned that New Zealand in general is living well beyond
its means, substantially driven into a position of rapidly-escalating debt not least through antieconomic planning and uneconomic development in Auckland. Congestion currently costs Auckland
about $2 billion per year (and rising), and the overall cost of Council’s anti-economic planning has
been conservatively assessed at $6 to $8 billion annually. Despite raising taxes, our “rockstar”
Government’s debt has risen from $8 billion to almost $80 billion under this government alone.
Average private sector debt at 160% of annual income is amongst the worst in the western world.
Environmentally, this results in excessive (and costly) consumption of resources, including energy,
for (net) neglible and possibly net-negative acquisition of the environmental “goods”. Yet such
enviro-goods are held to justify implosion planning within a rigid Metropolitan Urban Limit (until
widespread recognition of planning ineptitude represented by unsustainably unaffordable escalation
of land acquisition and development costs recently aroused Government to force its breaching),
demonization of suburbs and automobility, and attempted reversal of socially- and economicallydriven decentralisation through force-feeding of a radial transit system.
The NZTA proposal represents a compromise between improving the connectivity of inter-city state
highways (for which NZTA is responsible) and furtherance of the Council’s anti-economic enviroplanning which seeks to put the United Nations’ definition of primary global needs ahead of the
wants and needs of citizens paying rates (and road taxes) to have congestion effectively addressed.
(“Think globally, act locally”). Thus Council is not providing any urban arterial roadspace for general
traffic, nor has any plans for same, and is legally empowered to require that, in an urban area such
as this, NZTA respects Council’s social engineering ideology. In not addressing the primary causes of
motorway access congestion, the proposal enables Auckland’s escalating cost structure to continue
growing faster than incomes, ultimately with predictable consequences.
(2) As a resident of the area directly affected, whose own inter-accessibility with all parts of Auckland is already significantly restrained. The design and expenditure proposed will do nothing to stop
its further deterioration, when it could easily have improved it by the addition of south-facing
motorway-to-motorway ramps serving the SH18 extension. Although I rarely use Greville interchange
lack of direct motorway ramps between SH1 (south) and Albany Expressway is truly amazing.
(3) As a committee member of the Greenhithe Residents Association (support letter attached)
I am assailed by local people to “do something” about traffic congestion; Council’s anti-car stance
“doesn’t work”. Further, members of Greenhithe Pony Club (which my property adjoins), Riding for
the Disabled ( the committee) and the hockey people still known to me since I stopped playing about
ten years ago all express concern at the disruption and cost of relocating facilities and loss of culture.

(1) Position on Constellation proposal :
I am opposed to the lack of inclusion, or even demonstrated provision, for 2-lane motorwaystandard flyover ramps lining SH18 and SH1 (south)

Decision sought at Constellation :
(a) Require consideration of CUTS' design proposal as a way of addressing all the concerns
about impacts on local communities-of-interest listed above, and (my perception of) the North
Shore public interest in "enabling" automobility generally.
(b) Require provision later if not within this project for direct motorway to motorway 2-lane
ramps between SH1 (south) and SH20,
(c) Require assurance that such ramps will not be precluded by any first stage development,
through the provision of drawings to the EPA as a condition of acceptance of any proposal for
staged development.
(d) Require sensible and cost-conscious (like, BCR) justification of any additional provision for
pedestrians and cyclists beyond those already available.

(2) Position on Greville Proposal :
Similarly to the Constellation interchange, the proposal does no more than tinker with local needs
for accessing and or bypassing the interchange, and addresses only the needs of inter-regional
traffic. In this case also, I am opposed to the development as proposed, because it has not been
irrefutably demonstrated with engineering drawings and due consideration of the feasibility of their
implementation that local needs can be at least accommodated in future by the addition of
motorway-standard ramps linking SH1 (sth) directly into Albany Expressway. Such “proof” is an
essential pre-requisite for my “support-in-part” of the current proposal

Decision sought at Greville :
(a) Require consideration of CUTS' design proposal (as attached) as a way of addressing currently
bad and worsening congestion primarily caused by the heavy Albany Expressway to SH1 southbound
movement (and to a lesser extent the reverse northbound movement), which is the worst feature of
the current interchange. The busway extension pales into insignificance in comparison, yet could
well compromise future interchange development and motorway widening for 2mill pop’n by 2060
(b) If not included within the project (as NZTA currently proposes), require proof that the design
does indeed allow adequately for a subsequent direct 2-lane Expressway to SH1 motorway
(southbound) flyover, and a similar 2-lane northbound flyover of the Tawa drive intersection with
the Albany Expressway and Greville Road extension, without precluding existing motorway ramps
(even if they require partial extension) AND the busway allows for motorway widening.

(3) Position on east-west ramps between SH18 and Constellation Drive
I recommend serious consideration be given to their being shifted to west of Paul Matthews Road.
By not doing so, the NZTA proposal preserves a few low-cost portal frame industrial buildings while
requiring expensive and socially-disruptive relocation of the hockey grounds with domino effects on
four other recreational clubs which have spent hard-won funds settling in to their current areas. If
the SH18-Constellation ramps were to be shifted west of Paul Matthews Road to terminate on it
(refer diagram), only the fourth hockey field need be affected, and that could be restored by sliding
it northeast towards Watercare property.

Decision sought on east-west ramps
(a) Relocate combined footpath and cycleway to the lower speed and more pleasant Bush Rd – Paul
Matthews Rd route

(b) Use this vacated space together with a slice off such industrial buildings as required to allow a
better traffic and geometric solution and enable saving of hockey facility to prevent domino effects

THE SUBMITTER :
The submitter is …
… a qualified civil (infrastructural) engineer, town planner, resource manager, and (project)
manager, with almost 60 years of wide-rangeing experience, both as a public servant and as a
consultant to (effectively an employee of) three major global agencies and also as a private sector
employee for some major consultancies and a specialist consultant in his own right. A detailed
Curriculum Vitae is available on the < CUTS.org.nz > website.

The submitter’s 55 years of work experience etc are detailed on the CUTS.org.nz website.
Since 2003 I have lived at Greenhithe accessed by SH20 and have considerable knowledge
of the project area and it’s functioning. While there can be little improvement during my
expected lifetime, this submission is made in the (perceived) interests of future generations.
In practice, the submitter has been (i) an internationally accepted (by IBRD, ADB and UNDP)
motorway and arterial road network development planner, designer, and engineer; (ii) a general civil
engineer (of functional infrastructure including structures, land subdivision and development,
institutional and commercial centres, roading, drainage and traffic), (iii) expert witness before Civil
courts, Tribunals and Boards of Enquiry on all of the above, (iv) a widely-read, stage 1 qualified and
substantially experienced economic evaluator of projects and would-be urban economist, and (v) an
economically-oriented policy-advisor, who has always sought to “enable” (rather than restrict,
constrain divert and anti-economically cross-subsidise to influence) the value-choices … :
(i)

… of “free to choose” individual funds-conscious urban dwellers seeking acceptablevalue housing, and acceptable inter-accessibility with all parts of urban markets (not
just the 10% represented by the transit-promoting and -subsidising CBD) to optimise
their opportunities for betterment thus productivity thus wealth in all its meanings,
and thus to maximise their social, economic and experiential standards (quality) of life
(“liveability”?).

(ii)

… of private-sector developers who undertake risk for the possibility of reward in
free, democratic societies, and

(iii)

… of commercial/industrial/educational (etc) operators and job providers, all seeking
locations and buildings that serve their own purposes rather than those of the
promoters of an ideologically-driven “designer city”, on the anti-factual assumption
that the result will be (environmentally) “sustainable development”.

What the submitter is not …
… is a supporter of the globalist “sustainability” bandwagon (“think globally, act locally”) which seeks
to achieve globalist goals, ostensibly to “save the planet”, but mostly to transfer wealth and power
from us as individuals and as a western nation to those pretending (or deluded into thinking) they
can “play God” with the climate and return local ecologies worldwide to some sustained (static, ie
non-evolutionary) “Garden of Eden” state, such as is held to have existed before humanity ruined it.
Those so deluded/pretending, hiding behind their wholly-subjective determination of what is
“sustainable” – and not – are forever pointing to “world’s best practice”, which means it is
unaffordable by those so defined as a (growing and increasingly angry) “underclass” facing
widespread bankruptcy when interest rates are “allowed” to rise to economic (ie market-driven)
levels. These deluded/pretending people are also bent on “changing attitudes” – requiring
wholesale change of moralities, values, choice of transport modes and diversion of the general
public’s “natural” reach for better living modes, standards of living and inter-accessabilities, ie

everything that “enables” and incentivises efficient urban development and activity – to serve their
definition of what life should be like in “their” city after its economic viability is subjected to the
United Nations’ globalist reach for power, ostensibly to command subjection to its wholly subjective
determination of what is (or is not) “sustainable”.
For the “rule book”, Refer Enviro-NGO drafted and UNEP’s Earth Summits-adopted (Rio 1992 &
2012) Agenda 21, recently re-booted as Agenda 2030, which seek effectively to require all nations to
pay tribute (such as carbon taxes) to the UN in exchange (effectively) for global government under
its aegis. “Fair access” to (and their definition and “protection” of) “environmental resources”
requires inter-national re-distribution, eg of (rationed and UN-allocated) energy consumption, ie
global socialism with “the West” as a necessary sacrifice. “Sustainable development” thus equates
with getting people out of their cars and into equally energy-consumptive (/person-km
delivered,day-long) buses, or worse; comparatively energy-wasting trains.
For the “foundation” of “urban design” aka “designer cities”, refer to the original (idealistic)
architect-drafted Ahwahnee principles (appended), subsequently opposed by (more realistic)
infrastructural engineers and urban economists meeting at the Lone Mountain resort, known as the
“Lone Mountain Compact” (also appended). Under incentivised and coerced recentralisation
policies, all forms of transport travel are required to travel longer distances than they would with
“natural” decentralisation, thus reducing urban inter-accessibility within budgeted time-frames
(throughout history and regardless of culture or state of development, averaging 1.5 of 24 hours for
all translocation regardless of travel mode) This renders Western cities (especially suburbanised,
decentralised and highly automobilised Western New World cities such as Auckland) inefficiently
dysfunctional under the (supposedly) “smart” planning regime epitomised by the Auckland Plan,
which is a recipe for economic and social failure. (Don’t believe it? Look around you! And don’t
blame it all on immigration; we have done it to ourselves through an economically distortionary
Auckland Plan.). Unless reversed, such failure will in turn result in increased environmental
degradation, surely the EPA’s bete noir.
As regards the NCI, such anti-economic “getting western people out of their cars” results in Council’s
insistence on NZTA’s lack of provision of south-facing inter-motorway/-express-way ramps. Public
frustration and anger? We have yet to see it’s full realisation, and discover the consequences. They
will hardly be “environmentally-friendly”.

Submitter’s Perception of Auckland Planning :
New Zealand claims to be a “free, democratic” nation. The “free” descriptor means freedom of
(societally-responsible) choice, ie “enablement” of such choices. In agreeing to “roll our loan
obligations over” at affordable interest rates following New Zealand’s economic collapse (effective
bankruptcy) in 1984, the IMF required New Zealand to “go more market” than the then-current form
of town planning-by-restrictive zoning allowed. The RMA was thus devised to better “enable” (RMA
S.5) the development and use of land (and movement between urban activities) with the primary
restraint of requiring observation of “environmental bottom lines”. In the absence of any real
economic foundation to globalised, ideologically-driven and formulaic planning ideology, the
intended (choice-enabling thus economic) “enablement” has been reduced to frustration, diversion,
over-regulation and/or DIS-enablement of land use, development, and inter-accessibility. And all
this through imposition of a highly-restrictive planning regime reliant on “environmental high-jump
barriers”, with extraordinarily costly effects and their consequences.
If “enabled” in such freedom of choice, urban dwellers would automatically undertake trade-offs
(choices) that optimise their personal preferences in housing location and at standards they select to
reflect their values and circumstances, from which they will optimally trade off (select) and exploit
the opportunities, experiences and accessibilities that all (not just the CBD 10%) of the city offers,
their personal values reflect and their circumstances can afford.

Given such freedom of choice, people can achieve greater betterment, are happier, and the city
becomes “more liveable”, than when those choices are made for them
Examples of the latter include (i) land development standards, restrictions, locations, coercions and
other requirements rendering land (thus housing) widely unaffordable, (ii) some travel modes are
favoured by planners over others as tools for promoting a “designer city” –specifically automobility
which has been the single greatest facilitator of choice thus raising living standards worldwide, yet
today is actively demonised suppressed and functionally/financially penalised in all public
infrastructure projects such as this.
As regards private and commercial inter-accessibility, there have been no recent Council-delivered
roading projects which add general purpose arterial roadspace to accommodate the growing
population. Rather, there have been many projects which convert pre-existing general roadspace –
whether for travel or parking – to exclusive use by buslanes and cycle-lanes. Nor are there any plans
to develop the urban arterial road network to provide alternative routes in an inadequate and
congested system. Yet the Auckland Plan is designed to accommodate a substantial increase in
population. How will they – and the extra commerce they generate - get around efficiently?
(Transit, cycling and walking won’t cut this sort of mustard). And if they can’t, will they still come?
Or, like Detroit, will they “abandon ship” for a city which offers more affordable opportunity? What
about the rubbish collectors, the cleaners, even the nurses and teachers?

The NZTA-proposed NCI project
As regards the need for inaccessibility, the NZTA design does not address the primary needs of
private vehicular trippers, all of which are commercial industrial or recreational by cause (ie are
undertaken to better the undertaker’s life) and are selected to optimise personal and company
betterment. (This, when aggregated, determines the (relative) degree of societal prosperity.)
Rather, the NZTA proposal condemns those trippers (and would-be trippers) to growing congestion,
the cost and anti-harmonisation of which reflects excessive consumption of “environmental”
resources.

Background to and consequences of the NZTA proposal
Such anti-societal planning generates substantial commercial/industrial frustration and public
anger, which has already been the cause of many amendments to the RMA. These amendments
however do not address the real cause of all such problems – our planners comprise a local chapter
of a globalising Absolutist Enviro-Planning Complex/industry (“think globally, act locally”) which
ignores the “enabling” intent of the RMA by importing an American architect-inspired style of town
planning known there as “Smart (sic) Growth” and elsewhere as “Urban Implosion” or “Compact
Cities”.
This style of town planning (NOT resource management) is presumed – absolutely without
foundation – to deliver “sustainable development”, effectively regardless of any local commercial,
industrial and citizen wants & needs. Instead of “enabling” optimal satisfaction of those local wants
and needs at standards and requirements which are affordable and represent value to those parting
with their own money, we are saddled with the “world class” aesthetics-driven standards of a
“designer city”, imposed by those who are often genuinely unaware (or otherwise uncaring) of the
effects of what they plan for others of different values and (often lesser) means. Widelyunaffordable standards and freebie-seeking by the special interest groups encouraged by legislation
and resulting planning processes, result in turn in increasing reliance on welfare paid for by overtaxing “survivors” and by compounding debt, the already un-repayable levels of which result in it
being thrust on to future generations. (So much for “inter-generational equity”)
(Relatively) “free” (thus economic and affordable) choices – and attendant personal responsibility for any anti-social (including environmentally unsound) effects of those choices - are only
possible in a genuinely free and democratic society. Under current local governance in Auckland, 20
lay Councillors are easily captured by the enviro-planning professionals amongst the 11,000 staff.

They defend the socially and economically ruinous “Compact City” enviro-planning ideology instead
of serving the interests of the public they are paid by to represent. The result is a lack of
representation of the public interest in south-facing inter-motorway ramps to motorway standard.

FURTHER EXPLANATION - GENERAL
There are two main functions of urban interchanges on inter-city motorways, being (i)
accommodation of long-distance "through" traffic, and (ii) accommodation of intra-urban traffic.
Only the former (west to/from north) is being accommodated in the NZTA proposal with direct
motorway-to-motorway ramps. The NZTA proposal effectively makes no new provision for the
considerably greater traffic from the west wanting to turn south towards the city. This traffic
includes pretty much all that generated by that part of North Shore northwest of SH1 and SH18 and
southwest of Oteha Stream, ie the whole of the Rosedale industrial area and residential areas
beyond, together with about three quarters of traffic on SH18 from west Auckland wanting to turn
south.
My position is that both should be accommodated, very preferably at the same time with any
interchange upgrade. If (for any good reason, and I can not see one) the through traffic is to be
accommodated but not the intra-urban traffic "at this stage", provision should be made in what is
built - and demonstrated beforehand as being feasible including for provision of engineering
drawings - for the intra-urban traffic to be accommodated at some time in the future, including
particularly for direct SH1 (south) to SH20 motorway-to-motorway ramps. Such proof would warrant
my “support-in-part”
The whole point of motorway design as I know it is to preserve obvious options, not to foreclose
on them, as the NZTA proposal may be doing. And I consider the future extension of SH16
northwards past Kaukopakopa then via expressway to Wellsford will, in the not-too-distant future,
be re-discovered as a necessary alternative outlet from Auckland (applying the same logic as was
used to justify Transmission Gully rather than further widening SH1), requiring similar "switchover"
provision for Harbour bridge and North Shore traffic to that currently proposed to be afforded SH16
to SH1 (north) traffic.
In contrast, provision is being made extension of a CBD-serving northern busway in a manner
which may preclude further motorway expansion, when public transport in Auckland currently
carries less than 4% of day-long driver + passenger vehicular trips, and which may be increased to 5%
only by the expenditure of an inordinate (and unaffordable) amount of money per passenger.
Today only 10% of employment is located downtown, down from 50% before WWII when radial
trams were the only form of transport widely available. No city is the western world has succeeded
in reversing this trend, no matter how much is spent on radial transit and active discouragement of
automobility; decentralisation has enabled far shorter travel distance/time/ cost/energy usage for
most traffic, enabling additional destinations to be accessed (and commerce/productivity
compounded) within the total 1.5 hours average daily time-budget for all forms of translocation.
The busway on which so much is being expended sees buses only at (approximately) 5 minute
intervals in the peak direction. 300 cars could be filled between these buses, and the other buslane
(with buses running mostly empty) takes the place of a general purpose lane which, in peak hours,
carries about 3,600 people per lane per hour. The buslanes are part of a combined bus-rail public
transport system which, I consider, may serve around 5% of total daily vehicular traffic after
substantial expenditure; the current patronage is about 4%.
The current desire to allocate scarce arterial roadspace generously to pedestrians and cyclists is
based on the theory of “build it and they will come”. This is a triumph of dogma over common
sense. Auckland can never be compact like Copenhagen or flat and cyclist-friendly like Stockholm
and Amsterdam. I expect minimal use of the facilities proposed (particularly between Albany

highway and Paul Matthews Road, where existing provision is not much longer and far more
pleasant. I therefore recommend their exclusion.
Also, some modifications to the design (as proposed in the attached concept sketch) could allow
retention of the Hockey Association's grounds, saving considerable cost, convenience and
community angst over the domino displacement of the Rosedal pony club and Go-kart facilities, and
consequential inconvenience and cost to the Wainoni horse club.

FURTHER EXPLANATION - POSITION ON CONSTELLATION PROPOSAL :
Position : I am opposed to the development as proposed
Only one of the two main functions of interchanges, being (i) accommodation of longdistance "through" traffic, and (ii) improving inter-accessibility for longer-distance intraurban traffic, is being accommodated. My position is that both should be accommodated,
very preferably at the same time with any interchange upgrade. If (for any good reason,
and I can not see one) the through traffic is to be accommodated but not the intra-urban
traffic "at this stage", provision should be made in what is built - and demonstrated
beforehand as being feasible including for provision of engineering drawings - for the intraurban traffic to be accommodated at some time in the future, including particularly for
direct SH1 (south) to SH20 motorway-to-motorway ramps. Such proof would warrant my
“support-in-part”
The whole point of motorway design as I know it is to preserve obvious options, not to
foreclose on them, as the NZTA proposal may be doing. And I consider the future extension
of SH16 northwards past Kaukopakopa then via expressway to Wellsford will, in the not-toodistant future, be re-discovered as a necessary alternative outlet from Auckland (applying the
same logic as was used to justify Transmission Gully rather than further widening SH1), requiring
similar "switchover" provision for Harbour bridge and North Shore traffic travelling to
Kumeu and beyond to that currently proposed to be afforded SH16 to SH1 (north) traffic.
Also, some modifications to the design (as proposed in an attachment) could allow
retention of the Hockey Association's grounds, saving considerable cost, convenience and
community angst over the domino displacement of the Rosedale pony club and Go-kart
facilities, and consequential inconvenience and cost to the Wainoni horse club.

Explanation : The usual difficulties in accommodating both urban needs (the responsibility of
Auckland Transport as directed by creators of the current Auckland Plan) and inter-city and/or interregional needs (the responsibility of NZTA) in the one project give rise to inconsistencies between

development proposals when one is advanced but not the other. There is no rational basis
for such inconsistency; it would not occur if all urban projects accommodated both needs.
Problems arise when there is conflict between multiple "clients". Such conflict exists in this proposal
(a) Auckland Transport : It has become evident over decades that Auckland Transport is constrained
(by the designers of the Auckland Plan) to build no more arterial roadspace and to actively
discourage automobility by such mechanisms as obstructions in roads, converting existing arterial
roadspace into bus-only lanes, reducing intersection efficiency by moving stop-lines back, reducing
roadside parking without providing replacement off-street parking, driving up parking prices, and
provision for walking and cycling within the area paid for by vehicular road users, all to "encourage"
(enforce?) use of public transport, walking or cycling, which for most purposes are inferior to car
use, and unusable by certain sections of the public.

Regrettably, wholly commercial and wholly industrial traffic (ie vans, utes and trucks) are part of
"general traffic" and efforts to date to separate them have (and will in future) prove mostly futile, as
cars are mostly engaged in trips serving commercial and industrial needs as well as residential tripends. The end result of such "demonisation" and active discouragement of auto-mobility - which
has "enabled" most of the economic growth over the last century - is that of socio-economic
degradation, as is becoming everywhere apparent in Auckland. (If this actually achieved
"environmental goods", one could understand if not support such a position, but it doesn't do that
either, despite claims to the contrary.)
The inevitable consequence (unless the Auckland Plan proceeds to the point of irretrievably
destroying the Auckland socio-economy, as it is well on the way to doing) will be the overturning of
its anti-automobility (and anti-residential subdivision) positions, and the retrofitting of the arterial
roadspace it currently actively discourages. That is, provision should be made - and proven feasible in this proposal for south-to/from-west movements between SH1 and SH20 by direct intermotorway connections. The need for it will become irresistable in future, if there is to be a future
for Auckland.
(b) NZTA : is primarily responsible for improving inter-access between nationally-disparate
economic zones of concentrated economic activity - ports, cities, airports and (previously?)
railheads, and access between them and their hinterlands. Inevitably, however, by providing access
to areas of intensive commercial and industrial activity within cities, it attracts intra-urban traffic
often linking residential areas with those intensive use zones. There is thus "overlap" between the
needs of intra-urban and inter-urban traffic, resulting in one motorway network serving both
functions. Initially, the long-term future network was apportioned between "primarily interregional" traffic as the responsibility of the (then) MWD, whereas those parts primarily serving intraurban traffic were the responsibility (for design and funding) of local government.
(In the case of Auckland, that responsibility was initially laid on Auckland City Council by the 34
other local governments in the region (the submitter was the third (junior) of three engineers
assigned to (then) ACC's Traffic and Motorways Department), then taken over by Auckland Regional
Council when it was converted from a planning only agency to include for regional works before
1970).
The situation today is thoroughly confused, with conflicting ideologies at play, and lack of clarity on
how they can be resolved other than on a case-by-case negotiation between the two parties :
(i) NZTA is the lead planner/engineer of the project, but (in effect) has to obtain Auckland
Transport (ie instigators of the Auckland Plan)'s approval of any proposal through Auckland
Transport's "territory"
(ii) The position of the Auckland Council (as protectors and advocates of the antiautomobility Auckland Plan) is that it would be best if no motorways were built, but if they have to
be built through Auckland, cost is no object to ensuring that "social goods" labellable as
"environmental" (tunnels, beaches, walkways, sculptures, separation landscape wildernesses, sound
barriers) are incorporated. Its requirement for provision for local traffic has no rational basis,
varying considerably from no provision at all (ie no interchange on SH20 at all to serve Unitech and
the Rosebank peninsula, and no motorway provision to serve North Shore to West Auckland traffic
through the Constellation Drive proposal) to full provision for local traffic at the expense of NZTA's
"through" traffic (eg the East-West link through Te Papapa as currently proposed)
(iii) NZTA is also strongly influenced by Ministry for the Environment's positions on
development, which (a) favours environmental protection and enhancement (ie a return to a static
"Garden of Eden" ideal) over economic development, while asserting that the two are compatible
and can both be achieved together, and (b) unquestioningly accepts the thesis that the United
Nations, on the advice of its own UNEP-hosted IPCC, can control climate, so long as all nations
subscribe to (and pay for) it’s governance of their energy use. CUTS holds that, while some
accommodation of both is possible, this is too often achieved at substantially increased cost which is
often unaffordable and results in increased per capita debt, already at a dangerous level.

The inevitable result :
(i) Excessive, unnecessary and increasingly unaffordable cost of all transport projects in
Auckland, including roading development projects, and any rail-based and separate busway public
transport projects, For examples, see Appendix entitled “Auckland’s Over-costly Transport Projects”
(The costs and negative socio-economic impact of the 1984 national bankruptcy remain with us
today, and have handicapped our ability to afford the amenities to which we believe we are entitled,
including (a) the social welfare services to which we have become accustomed, eg student loans,
middle-class welfare, superannuation at 65, affordable housing, more extensive "free" medical
services etc etc. (b) the transport solutions (including adequate provision for automobility) we aspire
to, (c) housing affordable to most classes of society (including for those with eg 20%ile incomes), (d)
adequately maintained and extended infrastructures, including scholls, hospitals, pipes and wires),
(e) environmental acquisitions, protections and enhancements.)
(ii) growing motorway congestion, passed off onto city arterials as holding pens by the use of
on-ramp signals.
(iii) Irrational outcomes of disparate projects, some accommodating local traffic at the
expense of through traffic, some the reverse, and some (hopefully including this project)
accommodating both, while also substantially reducing the impact on adjoining communities
(Hocket Association, Go-Kart people, pony club members both Rosedale and Wainoni) thus the cost
of their relocations (if my proposed design is implemented)
(iv) Sporadic achievement of world class standards (some very well indeed, some clumsily
through lack of adequate skilled oversight, some poorly), but which are generally unaffordable by
the new Zealand economy, exacerbating our indebtedness at a time when, as the Governor of New
Zealand’s Reserve Bank has repeatedly warned, such debt is dangerous in today’s (over?)-indebted
world. (refer (i) above).

Decision sought at Constellation :
(a) Require consideration of CUTS' design proposal as a way of addressing all the concerns
about impacts on local communities-of-interest listed above, and (my perception of) the
North Shore public interest in "enabling" automobility generally.
(b) Require provision later if not within this project for direct motorway to motorway 2-lane
ramps between SH1 (south) and SH20,
(c) Require assurance that such ramps will not be precluded by any first stage development,
through the provision of drawings to the EPA as a condition of acceptance of any proposal
for staged development.
Areas of concern include : (i) location of SH20 gores with respect to distance from on & off ramps
between Constellation Drive (west) and SH20, (ii) vertical separation between north to west and west
to south inter-motorway ramps, (iii) ability of west to south inter-motorway ramp to clear over the 3lane Constellation Drive southbound on-ramp before ducking beneath the Sunset Road overbridge,
(iv) ability of both west to south ramp and 3-lane SH1 southbound on-ramp from Constellation Drive
to pass between the columns of the Sunset Road overbridge, (v) land is availaible (or could be made
available by shifting the busway eastwards) for adequate separation between on-ramp merges for
the southbound inter-motorway ramp and the Constellation Drive southbound on-ramp, (vi) space is
available south of Sunset Road overbridge for widening of SH1 from two lanes to at least three lanes
(and five lanes - 3 + 2 - where motorways merge). This may also require an eastwards shift of the
busway; if so it is an expensive consequence of inadequate planning in previous years for which
Auckland's (and New Zealand's) economy should not (IMHO) be made to suffer.
(d) Require sensible and cost-conscious (like, BCR) justification of any additional provision for
pedestrians and cyclists beyond those already available.
(While pedestrian access must always be available for non-motorway properties (preferably not
alongside motorways) the sort of long-distance walking and cycling proposed to be provided for is
already available through local roads and arterials, and the sort of provision proposed seems to

require belief in the proposition "build it and they will come"; those who could come will very likely be
a very specialised, age/desire constrained and small if not tiny (but well-organised) percentage of the
population who do not pay for the specialised facilities being provided for them by the silent megamajority who pay their bills.)

FURTHER EXPLANATION : POSITION ON GREVILLE PROPOSAL :
Position : Similarly to the Constellation interchange, the proposal does no more than tinker
with local needs for accessing and or bypassing the interchange, and addresses only the needs
of inter-regional traffic. In this case also, I oppose the development as proposed, because it
has not been irrefutably demonstrated with engineering drawings and proven feasibility that
local needs can be at least accommodated in future by the addition of motorway-standard
ramps linking SH1 (sth) directly to/from Albany Expressway beyond the Greville and Tawa
arterial intersections (diagram to be provided in due course). Such “proof”, is an essential prerequisite for my “support-in-part” of the current proposal

Explanation : as with the Constellation interchange, busway extension is so close to the motorway
as to restrict and possibly preclude the subsequent insertion of the southbound on-ramp from
Albany Expressway. This would repeat Auckland Transport’s current pre-disposition to spend all
available funds for new development generated by the 96.2% of daily vehicular trips in private
vehicles on that (current) 3.8% (future maximum of 5%) daily vehicular trips in public transport,
leaving the former to continue congesting without relief.
My concern here is not so much for my own convenience as a (predominantly) car user, but for
the general traffic – thus commerce, thus jobs, thus bankruptcy-avoidance – so “congested off the
road”. While some (in my opinion, a very small percentage) of such traffic could still occur using
public transport, cycling or walking, it would mostly do so with much-reduced efficiency, and an
unknown quantity of commerce (my assessment would be around 80%) would be prevented or
diverted to less-convenient times of the day, resulting in reduced (net) betterment, ie reduced net
wealth-creation.

Decision sought at Greville :
(a) Require consideration of CUTS' design proposal (to be attached) as a way of addressing
currently bad and worsening congestion primarily caused by the heavy Albany Expressway
to SH1 southbound movement (and to a lesser extent the reverse northbound movement),
which is by far the worst feature of the current interchange. The busway extension pales
into insignificance in comparison, yet could well compromise interchange development in
future.
(b) If not included within the project (as NZTA currently proposes), require proof that the
construction as proposed does indeed allow adequately for a subsequent direct 2-lane
Expressway to SH1 motorway (southbound) flyover, and a similar 2-lane northbound flyover
of the Tawa drive intersection with the Albany Expressway and Greville Road extension,
without precluding existing motorway ramps (even if they require partial extension).

FURTHER EXPLANATION - OVERALL
The writer well recognises that the views expressed above are opposed to the globallyuniversalised conventional wisdom supporting the Auckland Plan (which derives from an
American architect-driven approach to exclusive “cost-is-no-object” residential subdivisions

(source of the term “Urban Design”). Such “wisdom” was picked up by American town
planners, unjustifiably labelled “sustainable planning” and formularised for application to
whole cities, the resulting development being known there as “Smart (sic) Growth” and here
as “Compact Cities”:. When there is monopoly empowerment of such conventional wisdom
with no competition for ideas, as now applies in Auckland, anything repeated often enough
in the Mainstream Media becomes conventional wisdom, but, despite many claims that it
does, that doesn’t make it “good for the environment” – or for socio-economic
“sustainability”. One detrimental consequence is the development proposed.
This submission goes way beyond the scope normally expected by the EPA or held
(by some) to be relevant to this hearing. But the submitter submits a true concern for the
environment should encompass all considerations of which the proposal is an outcome.
Implementing it as proposed will further cement Auckland’s degradation with negative
consequences for all environmental considerations. Questions on this would be welcomed.

DISECONOMIES OF THE NORTHERN BUSWAY
by David Willmott March 2017 < david@CUTS.org.nz >
The design proposed for the Northern Corridor Improvements (February 2017) is a tradeoff between controlling agencies; - NZTA gets to “complete the ring-road” (for northbound
traffic only) at the cost of extending the Northern Busway. But the busway extension
compounds the already “inefficient use of scarce (financial, material and energy) resources”
resulting from the Auckland Plan’s “designer city”, in ways which greatly affect and concern
home-seekers, travellers and commerce generally, and should also concern EPA.
The provision of a separate busway for Bus Rapid Transit is a “nice-to-have” luxury
provided at general road user cost of the capital investment, and at artificially-reduced
ticket prices (subsidised by ratepayers as well as general road users). Originally, ie before
the advent of the automobile when few urban dwellers could afford a horse (quite apart
from a trap and the 1/3 of all agricultural land required to feed and paddock the horses),
bulk (collective) transport services were provided by entrepreneurs for the profits to be
made.
When automobiles proved far more economic, attractive and safe than the runoff from
horse excreta and the dead horses left for days on the roadside, public transport lost its
attractiveness and its profits, and was taken over by local government, as a social service
(for the not-yet-automobilised) and as a “fallback”for those whose automobiles were
“temporarily inconvenienced”. In general, local government operatives welcomed the
opportunity to expand their “empires” unconstrained by commercial imperatives; losses
could be passed off as charity and passed on to general ratepayers. Today, those subsidies
extend to the “free” assignment of motorway land and arterial road-space paid for by
private sector road users. Add to that the capital cost of creating busways, cycle lanes, and
rail transit expansions, plus further subsidies with which to bribe downtown workers (not
known for their poverty) to use public transport, and downtown property owners are
laughing all the way to the bank.
Refusing to address the road congestion arising from population – thus traffic – growth,
densification and enforced re-centralisation, coupled with prohibitively expensive and
restrictive parking policies, is today known to transit managers as “creative congestion”.
Yet these people are paid by over 95% of travelling ratepayers for whom even substantial
subsidisation of transit does not overcome their preference for automobility to most

efficiently effectively and comfortably meet their own wants and (for many, essential)
needs, not those of a priviledged and tiny minority who happen to live within easy walking
distance of a frequent-enough bus or train stop and also happen to work downtown. And
congestion is most certainly “unaddressed” when virtually none of Auckland’s substantial
transport budget is spent on provision of additional general purpose arterial roadspace.
As regards the (so-called) “success” of the Northern Busway, one can stand on the
Akoranga overbridge any peak hour and wait for around five minutes for a bus to pass,
while alongside the motorway users grind along in congestion (using up to four times as
much fuel per km as freeflow at 70kph) caused when widening the motorway is precluded
by its own user-bought-and-paid-for expansion land being allocated instead to the busway.
Of course, those whom the busway benefits, including transit managers, think (and regularly
proclaim to a compliant media) it is a wonderful contribution to Auckland mobility, even
‘though around 200 extra vehicles could fit between successive buses. (“A bus replaces 50
cars” applies only when and where the bus is full and sharing general purpose roadspace
with other vehicles.) Even in the peak hour approaching the harbour bridge, the busway
carries less than a quarter of the people carried by an equivalent in-out pair of motorway
lanes, and the imbalance is far worse outside peak hours and/or nearer the outer terminus.
So much for economy, efficient use of scarce ratepayer (and taxpayer) funds, and a duty of
care to spend those funds wisely.
Today, when the “social service” and “breakdown backup” justifications for public
transport have lost most of their validity, and transit users include wealthy city workers with
cars in their garages back home, justification (as if this were the role of public “servants”)
has swung around to include demonization of automobility, “saving the planet”, “reducing
congestion” (but see above; also, even immediate directly comparative reductions amount
to less than 3 months growth of general traffic; any hiatus in that growth while population is
rising is caused by a decline in commerce, productivity and wealth-creation), and
“overcoming peak oil” (even ‘though the average (day-long) bus uses every bit as much
energy per person-km delivered as does the average car (engines are designed to pull full
vehicles, and buses, on average day-long, have a load factor about a quarter that of the
average carload), and any form of rail transit, day-long, uses considerably more energy
than both cars and buses).
But rather than current planning reducing congestion, it is exacerbated by the usurpation
of existing arterial road-space for the likes of bus-laneing and cycle lanes, together with no
additional roadspace being provided for a growing population – “its too hard”, “there is no
room left (only room for forced re construction and densification of existing landuses)”,
“no money” (unless you give us an extra $14 billion - on top of the overblown cost of most
of NZTA’s Auckland urban projects being forced into ludicrously-expensive tunnels or being
expensively (and, for most, unaffordably) engineered and landscaped to meet Council’s
demands). Most foolishly ignorant of all, “why build roads; they only fill up with traffic”.
And despite the denigration and unprovision of additional arterial roadspace, trips-to-work
are artificially lengthened, by forcing re-centralisation against all “natural” (economic) social
and economic forces driving decentralisation of jobs to sub-regional centres, where they are
closer to suppliers, tradesmen, customers and workers; thus travel times & costs,
congestion, and emissions are lower, and parking is more easily available.
Such centrally-planned de-emphasis, indeed active discouragement, of automobility (thus
also of vans, utes and trucks), is a degradation of the efficient inter-accessibility on which

commercial productivity depends. It obstructs the primary purpose of cities; to more easily
enable commerce between mutually benefitting thus consenting adults. (Cities DO NOT
exist primarily to “save the planet”; that is best left to the comparative wisdom, self- and
family-bettering aesthetic and other values (given their preferred affordabilities and
financial resources) of the people paying the bills. After all, the Thames, London pea-soup
fogs, and smog days in LA were all cleaned up as soon as such could be afforded, all without
an RMA
In the absence of any major improvement in the other factors of productivity, the
economic consequences of Auckland’s (would-be) “planet-saving”designer city, including
the proposed development, can only be reduced economic vitality, ongoing job losses, a
continuation of our long-term escalation of per capita debt, and increased exposure to the
sort of financial collapse such as we experienced in 1984, and Brazil is experiencing today.
Only next time it could be very much worse, as most other nations are in the same bind;
witness the general financial collapse of 2008, lessons from which New Zealand – and the
world - has (to date) refused to learn.
These “natural” (economic) forces reduced downtown jobs as a percentage of all urban
jobs from 50% immediately after WWII to around 10% today, and still falling despite the
abortive and very expensive focus on “encouraging” (expensive) premature densification
and recentralisation. Supposedly, this is so that planners, using other people’s money,
choices, property, lives and lifestyles can “create” (ie take credit for enforcing premature
aesthetics-based reconstruction of) a “world class (designer) city”, while also “making
Auckland more liveable” than nature enables, but in reality (ab)using their enviro-planning
power to focus on impressing tourists at the expense of meeting the wants and needs of
their ratepayers, ie the ratepayers’ own affordability and “liveability”.
It is no accident that Auckland Council has already reached its (government imposed,
and government relaxable) debt limit, nor that the current government’s debt has grown
from $8 billion at the 2008 election to almost $80 billion today, or that per capita debt
(including private debt) has grown to around 170% of GDP; one of the worst performances
in the western world. So much for a “rockstar” economy.
In fact, the northern busway aids the achievement of none of the above enviro-planner goals;
instead, it can be persuasively argued – and indeed proven to the satisfaction of any open-minded
rational and educated person (without a vested interest) that its effects include :
(i)

… increased motorway congestion through usurping its expansion (which concerns
CUTS greatly on behalf of our economy, and should (in CUT’s submission) concern the
EPA)

(ii)

… driving up energy consumption per person-km delivered, day-long, as exacerbated
by consequential congestion of adjacent motorway, and by longer trip-lengths
through densified traffic imposed by enforced re-centralisation. (Increased energy
consumption concerns CUTS only as regards cost; there is no such thing as the “peak
oil” theory as hypothesised by ill-educated people and supported by vested interests
four times since 1895. After all, carbon is the 15th (of 78) most prolific of planet
earth’s elements – and their compounds - and it is a combustible (oxygen-combining,
CO2-producing) fuel in most of those carbon compounds. Those carbon compounds
can be formed biologically or through natural synthesis; whichever, they – and CO2 exist in quantities far in excess of any human requirement or effect. Moreover, they
are the very stuff of life itself; flora release oxygen from carbon compounds while

fauna maintain a balance by reversing the process. Imbalances occasionally occur,
but they are “short-term”, being “corrected” by growth in the other form of life;
current growth inP the atmospheric CO2 reflects out-gassing from warming oceans
(which in turn gain most of their CO2 from fumaroles of cooked subducted shale.)
FAO records show a net gain in afforestation (and food-production) stimulated by
higher CO2 levels in the atmospPhere; CO2 is a plant fertiliser, not a toxic gas. In
dinosaur days, CO2 concentrations were some 15 times current atmospheric
concentration (without runaway global overheating and fauna fry-ups, providing fast
food growth in balance with gigantic consumers. Whatever, any careful research via
the internet*** reveals the ubiquity and effective inexhaustibility of carbon fuels.
Only those blinded by the proclamations of scarcity by the ignorami or those with
vested interests believe that burning carbon fuels in vehicle engines will exhaust
resources; for the rest, AGW offers the alarm that would-be global wealthredistributors need to warrant their control of energy use)
(iii)

… driving up CO2 production per person-km delivered, day-long, as exacerbated by
consequential congestion of adjacent motorway, and by longer trip-lengths through
densified traffic imposed by enforced re-centralisation (note the absence of any real
consequential problem (eg human-driven climate change) as outlined in (ii) above)

(iv)

… reduced efficiency of financial resource allocation by incentivising use of transit.
(A basic social transport service for those unable to afford or use a car is most
economically (thus environmentally) provided with call-up door-to-door taxis or
multi-user vans using arterial routes along with other traffic, and not by presuming
public transport should be subsidised for the less fortunate members of our society)

Refer Appendix “Transport Exhausts Don’t Warrant Command and Control of Land Use”
*** The curious could do worse than viewing Nobel Prize-winning physicist Iver Glaevar’s half-hour
address on You Tube entitled “Nobel Laureate Smashes the Global Warming Hoax” (Jul 12, 2015)

Attachments hereto :









Concept sketch of CUTS-proposed Constellation and Paul Matthews interchanges
Concept sketch of CUTS-proposed Greville interchange
Letter of support from Greenhithe Residents Association
Agenda 21’s 17 principles (annotated) (Agenda 2030 similar, but even more controlling)
“Ahwahnee Principles” (which characterise “Smart (sic) growth” aka “Compact Cities”)
Essential elements of “Smart (sic) Growth” aka “Compact Cities” (ie the Auckland Plan)
“Lone Mountain Compact” (compared with the idealistic Ahwahnee Principles, a realistic
interpretation of how cities should be managed to “enable” human flourishing with
attendant economic, social AND environmental improvements.)
“Environmental effects” of the project as proposed (including Diseconomies and
environmental degradation resulting from the Northern Busway restricting the growth of
that 95% of all vehicular urban traffic which will (mostly) not occur if sufficiently discouraged
from doing so, resulting in loss of commercial activity and the betterment which flows from
it.)

